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Six projectors stolen
from Wyatt over Break

Celebration of life

Tacoma police continue
looking, classes disrupted
> BY BROOK IRVING
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THE MUSIC OF THE NIGHT — Above,
UPS students pound out a rhythm at
"Genesis, A Celebration of Life" held in the
arboretum and Kilworth Chapel March 28.
Left, a student joins in the festivities with his
guitar. Roughly 30 people gathered to
make music and celebrate the arrival of
spring.

Six digital projectors, worth roughly $7,600
each, were stolen from Lowry Wyatt Hall over
Spring Break, causing the security department
at the University to call for tightened business
hours in buildings across campus.
Todd Badham, director of Security Services, claims the University is 99.9 percent
sure that the projectors were stolen March 21,
the Thursday of the Spring Break holiday.
The building and all six classrooms containing the projectors were unlocked.
Security Services contacted Tacoma police
when they discovered the projectors missing,
and, while, according to Badham, there are still
no suspects in the case, the burglary unit of the
Tacoma Police Department is on the lookout
for the stolen goods.
The thefts have left many students frustrated and inconvenienced.
"I don't know why anyone would want to
steal them," junior Sara Lelinski said. "It just
seems like a prank or something."
The prank has been a costly one for the
University. UPS is looking at losses of over

$40,000, in addition to being forced to purchase new projectors for the building.
Classrooms on all three floors were targeted
by the thieves who were able to walk into the
unlocked building unnoticed.
The thefts have left the security department
emphasizing the need to tighten business hours
of buildings on campus, a fact that has provided more inconvenience for some students.
"It's nice to be able to walk through Wyatt
on my way home," Lelinksi said.
While some are not pleased with the shortened hours, professors and students alike had
to readjust upon returning from Spring Break
to find a valuable classroom resource missing.
"I don't think work will get done as well
anymore," senior Kevin Patzelt said.
Patzelt was one of several students in an
upper-level communication class forced to
postpone presentations due to the missing projectors.
Whether the thefts were meant as a prank
or a money making scheme, they left students
frustrated and forced some classes to temporarily veer from their schedules until they were
replaced earlier this week.
"It's just devious," Lelinski said. "It hurts
everyone else."

Swimmers grab ninth in nation Monologues tell story
> BY DOUG SPRAGUE

•
It

There is only one way to react to the accomplishments
of the UPS swim team: Wow!
The Loggers finished the NWC season by decisively
winning both the men's and women's conference championships in Spokane, on March 15-17.
The women's swim team went on to capture ninth in
the nation; with several individual medalists, in last
month's national championship.
It was the women's sixth straight conference championship; they've claimed every title since they joined
the conference in 1997.
"The team is great. Everyone is very supportive of
everyone at practice and during competition," senior Carla
Fellers said.
The men improved upon last season's second-place finish with their second title in three years. They have finished first three times and second three times since 1997.
The women concluded their season by sending seven
swimmers to compete at the NCAA DIII championships,
held at the University of Miami-Ohio in Oxford, Ohio.
The men were unable to qualify anybody for the meet.
Fellers competed in the 50 and 100 freestyle, as well
as the 400 freestyle relay. Seniors Melissa Clark, Mari
Gantner, Susanne Olson and Krista Prescott competed in
the intermediate medley, 100 freestyle, 100 butterfly and
the 400 freestyle relay, respectively. Junior Amanda
Didier competed in the 100 breaststroke and freshman
Michelle Rennie competed in the 200 intermediate medley and the 100 breaststroke.
The Logger women finished ninth in the NCAA for a
second straight season, setting five school records in the
process.
Although the Loggers only had two top-ten finishers
at the meet — Fellers finished eighth in the 50 freestyle
and Didier finished tenth in the 100 breaststroke — Head
Coach Chris Myhre was excited about his team's showing.

"We went into this meet with the idea of moving up
in the top-ten standings, having finished 9th one year
ago," Myhre said. "And each night, we just were not
making up ground. But now as I reflect, I realize that it
was not our team swimming poorly. On the contrary,
the results speak for themselves — five school records
in one meet!"
"(We) were fantastic, but so was the competition! It
was a great season of swimming!" added Myhre.
The Loggers set school records in the 200 freestyle
relay (set by Fellers, Gantner, Olson, Prescott), 200 medley relay (Fellers, Didier, Olson, Gantner), 50 and 100
freestyles (both by Fellers) and the 200 breaststroke
(Rennie).
Fellers continued her tear of record-setting laps that
started in Spokane when she set meet records in the 50
freestyle and the 100 freestyle (she broke the record three
times during the meet) en route to being voted the Outstanding Woman Swimmer of the Meet.
When how asked how she felt about her performance,
Fellers answered modestly: "I thought I performed pretty
well and was happy with how I swam."
Fellers also talked about the talent and spirit that set
her team apart from the rest. When asked about her team's
greatest strength, she said it was "our ability to have fun
while getting the job done."
She also believes that both the men and women can
continue their streak of success, even after she and 11
other swimmers graduate this May.
"I think the team has the potential to perform well
next year. It will be a little different because many of the
top scorers are graduating (both on the men's and the
women's sides)," Fellers said.
"However," she added, "this provides many of the
underclassmen a chance to step up, a chance I think
they're excited for and will take full advantage of."
For both the men and women, the quest for another
championship will only get harder, but it's nothing they
haven't faced before.

> BY JOSEPHINE ECKERT
Heart-wrenching stoi ies of
struggles overcome by individuals and their families to make the
United States their home and to
survive in a foreign country and
culture were shared with the campus community March 27 at the
first Migration Monologues in
Club Rendezvous.
The Migration Monologues
were structured after the Vagina
Monologues, which were performed in February. A cast of
Puget Sound students read aloud
14 true stories of what UPS faculty and staff members, members
of the Tacoma community and
students and their families experienced when they immigrated
from Asian, European and South
and Central American countries.
"My inspiration for this
project came from the Vagina
Monologues," said sophomore
Cynthia Perez, who organized
and read for the event. "The first
time I saw ti.c.in performed, I was
just so impressed at the powerful
stories that were shared. I thought
it would be really neat to take the
same format of converting interviews into monologues, but have
people who immigrated to the
United States as the sources."
The monologues provided the
audience of about 20 students,
faculty and staff members and
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT —
Sophomore Ngai Chen shares
her thoughts with crowd at the
Migration Monologues.

members of the Tacoma community with different perspectives of
the experience of immigration.
One of the goals of the monologues was to "bring about more
awareness of diversity in the student body and faculty," Perez said.
For freshman Eboni Treco it
was important to become involved
in the monologues initially as a
writer and then as a reader "to
make people more aware of the
process and to see the negative
sides of moving to and living in
the States."
"The U.S. is still a great place

Please see STORIES, page 3

riefs
Club de Nuevo Mexico to
host enchilada dinner
The Club de Nuevo Mexico's Mariachi and
Enchilada Fest is returning for its second ever
dinner event. This evening's dinner, which is
co-sponsored by ASUPS Cultural Events and
the Diversity Theme Year, is the Club's hottest event, according to president Ashley
Biggers.
"We're hoping for a large turnout," said
Biggers, a sophomore from Albuquerque,
N.M. Roughly 500 diners attended the last enchilada dinner hosted by the New Mexico club
in 2000.
Students can choose between cheese and
chicken enchilada with red or green chile, tamales, rice and beans and Blue Sky Soda,
which is produced in Santa Fe. For dessert
the club is offering flan, which Biggers described as "sort of like creme bride but different."
The event begins with a mariachi band performing at 4:30 p.m. Dinner begins at 5 p.m.
and will be served until 8 p.m. in the Rotunda.
The meal is $5 or 400 points and can be paid
at the door. Students can also purchase raffle
tickets for $1. Prizes include a New Mexican
dinner and genuine New Mexican jewelry.
— Katie Rose

Lisa Thorngren receives
Goldwater Scholarship
Lisa Thorngren, a senior mathematics major and chemistry minor, has been awarded a
prestigious Goldwater Scholarship for her academic and research interest in the fields of science and mathematics.
A California native, Thorngren received
news of her achievement while studying
abroad in Vienna, Austria.
"I was actually in Venice, Italy when I
found out," Thomgren said. "I had called my
mom on my remaining Italian money before
returning to Vienna, and in the short time I
talked to her, she told me I had won. I was
very shocked that I won because I had absolutely no expectations of winning, and I was
so surprised and happy that I started crying."
The 302 Goldwater scholarships, which
honor former senator Barry M. Goldwater,

were awarded nationwide for students pursuing science- and math-related careers.
Thomgren was selected from a pool of more
than 1,000 applicants.
The scholarship, which is based upon academic merit, required an extensive application
process.
"I first had to submit my application to the
school. A panel of faculty members read the
applications and nominated people to then
send in their final applications to the
Goldwater committee," Thomgren explained.
"You were also asked to write a short essay
describing a research project you had done in
the past or have thought about doing in a scientific field."
Since the scholarship is not a research
grant, Thomgren does not plan on doing any
form of research related to her field of study
in the near future.
Instead, following graduation, she plans on
returning home to teach and choreograph in a
dance studio because dance is another one of
her passions.
According to Thorngren, the scholarship
has been of help not only to her education, but
it has also served as a boost to her morale.
"It has helped me continue my education
with less worry about financial issues," said
Thorngren. "It gave me some confidence in
the scientific ideas I discussed when writing
about my research."
— Morwarid Zafar

"He gave invaluable insight into really
complex issues involving media and the law,"
Ronbeck said.
During the lecture, Johnson suggested that
a number of legal questions confronted by the
media should be answered by considering professionalism, not necessarily legality — that
journalistic integrity goes beyond simple legal questions. "Lawyers have impoverished
discourse by making people ask 'is it legal or
not,'" Johnson said.
— Katie Rose

11 1-2 p.m., Campus Wide Free &SO, Tones Circle

5:30-7

Dinner, Rotunda

The fire alarm in Seward Hall was
activated when someone discharged one
or more fire extinguishers inside the
building. The dry chemical discharged
required extensive clean up.

March 16, 12:30 a.m.
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THE MEDIA CONNECTION — Lawyer
Bruce Johnson discusses some of the
intricacies of libel and first-amendment law
at an event April 2.

Registration information
Registration for Fall 2002 is April
8-12 by appointment. You can find
your appointment time through the
Cascade Web site (cascade.ups.
edu).
Open registration for Fall 2002
and general registration for Summer
2002 begins on Monday, April 15,
2002.
Make an advising appointment
with your academic adviser to plan
classes for next semester.
The access code that you will
need for registration can be obtained,
from your adviser.

A student reported a man exposed
himself outside her window. She believes he was masturbating. Security
was notified and responded immediately. The man was not located. The student described the man as white and
wearing a black beanie cap with a white
strip.

March 20, 8:15 a.m.
A student reported his bicycle was
stolen from the racks outside Diversions
Café. He secured the bicycle with a
cable style lock, which appears to have
been cut. A piece of the.plastic cable
cover was found near the rack.

March 21, 10:30 a.m.
A student reported his 1989 Jeep
Cherokee was stolen from his pillyersity-owned house bed :Nadi i MI' and
Lawrence Streets. The -vehicle was recovered later in the daiby. ' Tdcoliig Po-

lice in South Tacoma. The stereo and
some tools had been removed from the
vehicle.
March 21, 4:16 p.m.
Security discovered six expensive
data projectors stolen from electronic
classrooms in Wyatt Hall. The incident
has been reported to the Tacoma Police
Department and they are investigating
the case. Anyone with any information
about the thefts is encouraged to contact Security Services. All information
is kept confidential.

Syracuse Univ
Tuesday

5-13 p.m., Mariachi & Enchilada Dinner, Rotunda

March 10, 1:42 a.m.

The fire alarm in Anderson Langdon
Hall was activated when someone discharged several fire extinguishers inside
the building. A piano on the first floor
was damaged by the dry chemical from
the fire extinguisher.

L.o~
5 Friday

The following incidents were reported to Security Services between
March 10 and March 21:

March 10, 2:06 a.m.

Seattle lawyer visits UPS,
addresses libel on campus
Over 25 people attended a forum on First
Amendment rights and the media in a Trailsponsored event the evening of April 2. Seattle lawyer Bruce Johnson, a specialist in
communications media and information technologies, led the discussion.
"(He is) one of the very best people in the
country on these matters," University President Susan Resneck Pierce said.
Johnson, who has been practicing law for
about 25 years, spoke on issues such as the
liability of satirical works and the value of
opposing opinions on controversial topics. He
has been involved in cases involving The Seattle Times, TaComa News Tribune, CNN,
CBS, Rolling Stone and U.S. News and World
Report, among others.
"In school I was fascinated by First Amendment issues, civil rights and civil liberties," he said.
Trail Editor in Chief Jason Ronbeck organized the event.
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Job hunting may get easier

pate in the program. CampusPoint works to stimulate hiring
among local employers and helps to create new job opportunities within the communities.
For the many students at UPS who are frustrated looking
"We wanted to make (the job-searching process) more
fora good job or internship, a new hero is coming to save the
fair and more efficient for students," Granlund said.
day. CampusPoint is its name, and it promises to revolutionCampusPoint is very much aimed at involvement with the
s ize and drastically improve the job-hunting process.
schools
it services. Though it is a for-profit organization, stuA start-up company created by two recent University of
dents are never charged for the services
Washington graduates, CampusPoint is a
and indeed see only the benefits of its
new job search engine that aims to link comexistence.
munity colleges, technical schools, colleges
CampusPoint is currently raising
and universities in the area between Everett
money for a college event sponsorand Olympia together into a more benefiship fund, which distributes significial employment pool.
cantly large funding for campus acAt the CampusPoint Web site
tivities to colleges like UPS. Sev(www.campuspoint.com ), the company proeral thousands of dollars are to be
vides an extensive search database with
allocated for the stimulation of achighly informative prospects for interviews.
tivities and clubs in the campus
A large pool of employers, creating a mass
communities that the company
of opportunities for students, posts employserves.
ment opportunities within the Puget Sound/
•
"Our goal is to become extremely
Seattle area.
involved at places like UPS,"
The Web site provides students with an
Granlund said. "Our whole mission
extensive amount of information about the
—Jason Granlund is to serve the students."
employers, including health care benefits, emCampusPoint sent a letter of purployment statistics, cultural information and
Co-founder of
pose and intent to UPS's Academic
virtually everything one would need to know
Campus Point and Career Advising Center, which
for the job-hunting process.
was forwarded to all students for
The primary focus is on business- and
publicity. Through efforts like these,
engineering related fields, but a wide range
CampusPoint is gradually becoming
of jobs and internships are available.
better known, and students are pre-registering for launch inCampusPoint is more than "just your average search enformation.
gine" for a number of reasons. Recently graduated students
UPS's was the first school to send out the informational
from the Seattle area started the company, and it is now the
e-mail to students, a fact which is not lost on Granlund.
only small start-up company successfully running in the Se"We would like to commend the UPS career center folks
attle/Tacoma area.
CampusPoint is also unique in that it allows students to for their efforts," Granlund said. "They are among the best."
CampusPoint has been preparing for its launch, which is
be aware of job and internships positions available in the area
through a number of different employers giving students scheduled for mid-April.
The release date has been a labor of love for the creators.
greater access to opportunities.
The last year and a half has not been easy for the two who
"We're trying to create a career center with level playing
have hoped to make the job process less difficult.
fields," co-founder Jason Granlund said, stressing the highly opThe company's first visit to UPS is scheduled for April
portunistic nature of the company. "The whole mission of our
26 at the Student Center, so mark your calendars, sign up
organization is to make all internships available to all students."
online, and don't miss an incredible opportunity.
Not #), does the company provide a more publicized
0 News Writer Amanda Bevers is a freshman majoring in
and divexse rang; ofjobs it has also encouraged several comsociology.
panies, Nyho have not hired many recent graduates to partici'

STORIES: Migrant voices

Continued from page 1

> BY AMANDA BEVERS
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We're trying to
create a career
center with level
playing fields. ... to
make internships
available to all
students;

1

,

and Ngai Chen share their feelings regarding migration in
the U.S. during the Monologues.
and I'm thankful that my parents made the sacrifice and
brought me and my brothers to the U.S.," Treco said. "It (the
monologues) gives the message that people shouldn't take
things for granted."
The stories ranged from one of a man traveling to the. United
States by boat to one about a family hiking through the desert
to one of a child being separated from its mother and forced to
go with two strangers in order to cross the Mexican border.
For many the struggles continued once they were in the
"land of the free." The stories told of difficulties in getting
jobs, of being subject to prejudice and discrimination, of being homesick and of having to adapt to a new culture.
"It was enlightening. I didn't realize that people had to give
up so much," said freshman audience member Breanna Klein.
At the end of the program the audience was left with the
message that family histories and roots are an important part of
who we are, and they were encouraged to seek and speak about
their own immigration stories and family histories.
Overall, Perez was pleased with the number of people who
attended and with everyone who wrote and read the monologues.
If the monologues are held again next year, "I would definitely
get a microphone and have more publicity," Perez said.
The Migration Monologues were organized by a group effort from the Community for Hispanic Awareness, the Black
Student Union, the Asian Pacific American Student Union and
the Theme Year.
0 News Writer Josephine Eckert is a freshman and has not
declared a major.

Take your president
out to lunch!

•

forgot your meal card? Haue a bone to pick
with IISUPS? Swing by Wheelock 210 and
newly elected fiSUPS president Ben Shelton
will take you out to lunch.

S

•
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PASSION ON STAGE — Chai Blair-Stahn, Alicia Vasquez

after this, the corporate
ladder will be a piece of

C

ke y

In the course of facing challerp,es liKe this you'll learn
how to think on 'pour feet. Sthy COD' uhdet prossure. Take
charge. Talk to an Army ROTC (ep, you'll find there's
nothing like a little climbing to heip prepare yn,..1 fr,r
getting to the top.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course

yt v. can take.

APPLY NOW FOR PAID SUMMER LEADERSHIP TRAINING
AND ARMY OFFICER OPPORTUNITIES AT 535-8200,

EGG DONOR
NEEDED
If you are a bright, 21-32 yr.
old Caucasian woman with
a desire to help others,
please consider donating
your eggs to an infertile
couple who long to be parents. Must be able to travel
to Seattle for several appts.
Ideal candidate would be
5'5" or taller (wt. proportionate) blue eyes, but all
candidates will be considered. Must also be in excellent health & have a healthy
family history, $3000 cornpensation.
Confidential.
206-285-4855.

www.stevenklein.com

Not Ready for the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist.
Fourteen years and 3000 students later, I
don't think anyone knows more about this
test, or how to teach it, than I do. That's
why I still teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features 36 hours
of class time with weekly help sessions
and five mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
I can answer any LSAT question — let
me prove it. Call now for a free seminar:

524-4915

The Steven Klein Company
http://asups.ups.edu/trail
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UPS professor has devoted a lifetime to Hungarian writer
> BY AMANDA BEVERS
Many people only dream of studying the
life and works of their idol, but politics and
government professor Arpad Kadarkay is making that dream a reality. Intrigued by the life
and works of the Hungarian writer Georg
Lukacs (1885-1971), Kadarkay has devoted a
great deal of his free time and passion into researching Lukacs, and is currently working on
a new book on the great author.
A Renaissance man himself, Kadarkay
grew up in Hungary, where he earned straight
A's throughout high school. When he left Hungary in 1956, Kadarkay spoke no English, but
he headed for Canada to seek the opportunities he knew awaited him there.
Never faltering academically, Kadarkay enrolled at the University of British Columbia
and began his studies as a double major in political science and economics. In 1963 he received his bachelor's degree with distinction
and earned a fellowship to UCLA.
With such prestigious academic opportunities ahead, Kadarkay packed up his wife,
whom he had met on a blind date while at
UBC, and his young daughter in their VW bug
and headed to California.
"It was absolutely scenic and beautiful,"
Kadarkay said of the sight of southern California.
Five years after receiving his master's degree from UCLA, Kadarkay earned a doctorate with distinction from the University of
California at Santa Barbara. Once again his
academic accomplishments earned Kadarkay
great rewards. Because of his distinctions, he
received a post-graduate fellowship grant of
$10,000. Kadarkay used the grant for research
on Lukacs.
For many years, the life and works of
Lukacs, who was a talented Hungarian-born
professor who became a communist and gave
up everything he had, had enthralled Kadarkay.
The man himself fascinated Kadarkay, as well

as the idea that one could give up so much
and leave career and family behind.
Lukacs explained, "Had I remained at
Heidelberg University, I would have just become a professor, succeeding Max Weber.
Joining communism, I have joined history and
participated in the makings of a new civilization."
Lukacs' communist views and his prodigious oeuvre (his collected works stand at 45
volumes) had a great intellectual influence on
Kadarkay.
"I disagreed with everything he said about
communism," Kadarkay said. "That's how I
got hooked."
In 1970, he took his family to Europe for a
year and pursued post-doctorate studies on
Lukacs. Kadarkay was able to indulge his passionate admiration for the great author by
studying his works and researching his life.
His studies affected him profoundly.
"My real education was not the diplomas I
got, but the years I spent under the great master," Kadarkay said, referring to Lukacs.
Lukacs was also a well known philosopher
and scholar who wrote dozens of essays and
books, including "Soul and Form," "In Defense of History and Class Consciousness,"
and several books on Marx and Marxism. He
spoke seven languages, writing his essays in
three and taking notes in almost all of them.
"He had a universal mind," Kadarkay said.
Lukacs also wrote several books analyzing prominent German Romanticist poets and
writers. As a young man before his conversion to communism, he also dabbled in writings about love.
"Like Socrates, Lukacs puts love in the
larger context of aesthetics, ethics, and philosophy," Kadarkay said, admiring the new
twists the author provided concerning the nature and application of love.
Because of Lukacs' extensive and widespread background with European culture and
languages, Kadarkay has had to be all the more

scholarly in order to study him. For every essay Lukacs has written, Kadarkay must read a
wide variety of authors, including Plato,
Aristotle, Rousseau, Kierkegaard, Goethe,
Nietzsche and Camus, in order to translate, cite
and fully understand Lukacs' essays.
"It means I really have to do my reading,"
Kadarkay said with a laugh.
Kadarkay has written several books on
Lukacs, including "Georg Lukacs: Life,
Thought and Politics." His newest venture is
translating, editing and writing an introduction to "Lukacs, The Soul and the Forms," to
be published in the New York Books Review
Classics "Masters of the 19th & 20th Centuries" series. Kadarkay edited a previous
"Lukacs Reader", so the task is one he is familiar with.
"Preparing Lukacs' famed essays 'The Soul
and the Forms' for the NYRB Classics is one
of the most challenging and fascinating things
I have done," Kadarkay said.
In working on the latest "Lukacs Reader,"
Kadarkay wrote an introduction, as well as
translated and edited the writings of Lukacs.
The work is wide-ranging, subtle, brilliant and
challenging. It presents a formidable intellectual challenge to prepare the critical, definitive edition of Lukacs' Soul-essays.
"I try to work on it each day," Kadarkay
said. "That's the key to give birth to the children of the mind."
Kadarkay works on his book every morning for several hours and after classes, as well
as on the weekends. Though he spends a great
deal of time working on his research and the
book, he finds it to be very rewarding and enjoyable.
"I love it, I love every minute of it,"
Kadarkay said.
Kadarkay maintains a similar attitude about
teaching. His passion is evident in the classroom, and his students are very affected by it.
"He is the most engaging professor I've had
so far at UPS," freshman Jill Monnin said.
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A LESSON IN INTRIGUE —Arpad
Kadarkay, a Georg Lukas scholar,
instructs a recent class at UPS.

"He's so passionate about whatheteaches and
what he knows. It's all I can do to ny2nd absorb everything he says each class."
With an extensive background in politics
and political theory, as well as European literature, art and modern philosophies,
Kadarkay finds that he can contribute a great
deal to the classroom.
"One of the great things for me as a teacher
is that all this I am doing for the students' benefit," Kadarkay said
Kadarkay works hard to pass on the spirit
of learning to his students and encourage them
to think critically and pursue their dreams.
"To me, students are all shining stars who
will rise to do great things," Kadarkay said.
A person of many accomplishments,
Kadarkay knows the value of education and
strives to convey to his students just how valuable it is to seek knowledge.
"I take education very seriously," Kadarkay
said. "To me, it makes life worth living,"
-

-

0 News Writer Amanda Bentisdigfrf ryhman
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PASSING THE BUCK
With tuition on the rise, UPS
students utilize some unorthodox
methods to get the green
> BY SHAYNA RASMUSSEN
Spring is here, and Tacoma seems to be experiencing more
sporadic sunny afternoons. Such weather beckons UPS students to abandon the sea of paperwork for financial aid, scholarships, fellowships, grants, loans and the occasional school
assignment.
But the deadlines Will fall long before the rain ceases and
most students will be able to enjoy the spring sunshine soon
without worries of how to finance their education. Or will they?
Defying the common notion that a private school education is only afforded to those who have parents willing to foot
the bill, there are some UPS students who rely on their ingenuity and hard work to put themselves through school.
Freshman Bill Recks is one such student. --Well-versed in
financial prose, Recks has thus far let the stockmarket-pay his
way through school.
"So far I have used thediVidends OIST6eks purchased ever
the years to finance my education. I have enough right now to
finance two years, but I will probably have to take out loans,"
Recks said.
Of course the questions arises whether or not the UPS education is worth the financial hassle. If Reck's dividends could
finance two years at UPS, then surely they could cover the
entire four years at most state schoois.
It is true thatcertnin schools are more competitive that others and, generally, the better a school's reputation, the more
expensive the tuition. Sadly, U.S. News and World Reports
does not rank UPS as a &sod value for the quality of its academic programs; a tier two college with a rank of 3.0 on a 5.0
scale, the $22,350 tuition does not make the cut according to
the popular magazine.
Furthermore, the struggle to finance a UPS education not

only requires monetary sacrifice but also emotional sacrifices
for some students. Full time school combined with a 30 to 40hour-a-week job doesn't leave much room for sleep, socializing or the proverbial "college experience."
Sophomore Erin Heath worked her way up to is managing
position for a video store chain, where she hired, fired, scheduled, opened, closed and dealt with district managers for 40
hours a week during the fall semester.
Her authoritative position didn't come without sacrifice.
Heath suffered scholastically and socially,"placing her wellbeing a far second from her managerial persona. This semester she decided to drop the job and feels that it has been a good
decision.
When asked whether a UPS education was worth the hard
work, Heath affirmed her faith in the quality of her education.
"I don't mind making the sacrifice because in the long run
I will achieve my lifetime goals. Everything is centered around
that," Heath said.
Heath and Recks aren't the only students working hard for
their UPS education. Students are working all around the campus, sporting their maroon shirts and nametags, with a few
lucky ones picking up administrative jobs for the faculty.
_ Others arerescrrting to more unorthodox methods of generating cash flow. Sophomore Katrina Schmitt has been known
to sell her plasma to purchase groceries. Senior MatVan Sickle
sells his inventions, and art students often sell their work.
Of course there are more ideas for studend looking On generating income or being parsimonious: manipulate the exchange rate and buy groceries in Canada, sell kidneys and lungs
for $40,000 a piece on the Internet, sell firewood, serve as
human lab rat for bad experiments, sell rumors to the National
Inquirer or fabricate lies on sappy talk shows, will money in
moral court, dress scampily and play pop music for exorbitant
pay, strip at your local Déjà vu, panhandle, become a street
performer or simply check out local newspapers for chances
to take drugs and get paid.
Yet such absurdity can be so much hassle that financial aid
paperwork seepas to require only a nominal sacrifice of time.
Perhaps this is why a majority of UPS students favor the tradi-
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SHOW ME THE MONEY — Corree Affleck and AndreW
Jacoby get down to work at the Information Center, one of
many on-campus jobs designed to lessen the burden of
tuition.

„
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tional method to pay tuition and cover the cost of living expenses. According to U.S. News and World Reports, graduates in the year 2000 averaged a total of $23,006 in debt, with
62 percent of those students using loans to pay, for school.
However, 89 percent of those students eligible for financial aid at UPS have their needs met, with most filitittbial packages averaging around $17, 000 for all undergiaailate*dents.
For the remaining half of students not eligible for such aid or
work study programs, either those sunny days arq.just a little
brighter with mom and dad writing the checks or it is simply a
case of erroneous financial luck. Those suffering from the latter case can find old logs to sell as firewood at Puget . Sound
park, located in the Proctor district, which is coincidentally
also a good place to panhadle.
0 News Writer Shayna Rasmussen is a
junior majoring in FLIA.

• Problematic class offerings
create registration stresses
As registration for the fall 2002 semester
approaches, freshmen, sophomores and juniors who are continuing at UPS next year face
ek the daunting, frustrating and sometimes exciting task of creating a schedule of classes.
Planning for next semester, however, appears
to be more annoying than normal.
While online registration, which debuted
last fall, will make registration itself smoother
and the online course listing continues to save
time and make planning more convenient, the
actual course offerings are dismal.
In the English department, for example, the
spring 2002 courses included 50 classes. Of
those, 15 were 300 level or higher, including
classes in genre, theory, writing (plays, poetry,
etc.) as well as literature courses.
Although only one less course is offered
this semester (14 total), none about genre or
writing are offered, and only Harlem Renaissance and Native American Literature sound
overtly interesting. This lack of variety in
courses often makes it difficult for students
who have specific requirements within a major (i.e. a number of literature courses from
certain time periods and backgrounds), especially when those exact requirements are not
offered every semester, or even every year.
While the University is admirable in its
dedication to offering multiple sections of English 101 in order to have smaller class sizes,
giving 15 class slots to English 101 and only
14 to upper-division courses is unfair, particularly since English 101 cannot be applied to a
major in that department.
fAbi8iii can be seen in the communication department. The fall 2002 offerings show nine 100 level classes — none of
which can be applied to a communication
major — and only six 300 level or higher
classes. Of these six, three are offered at the
same time. Schedules like these limit students'
dismal choices even further.
Additionally, now some of the courses will
occur at a different time one day of the week.
While there is most likely a good intention
behind this new obstacle, it only makes scheduling more time consuming because the
change is only once a week. What if a student

wanted to take a class offered at 10 a.m. on
Tuesday and Thursday, only to realize that
there is a conflict on Thursday because another
class runs from 9:30 a.m. to 10:20 a.m.?
Not only does this create a scheduling
nightmare for students, but the different times
also add confusion to one's daily calendar, as
one has to remember that on a certain day a
certain class is at a different time.
Although this is a smaller university and
students cannot expect to have perfect schedules each semester, it seems as if next semester will be increasingly troublesome for a number of students. Perhaps more consideration
regarding students' needs and lives needs to
go into determining course offerings.
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New members will improve
constituent relationships

Last weekend, I had the opportunity to head
up north to the Dumas Bay Convention Center with eight of the most inspiring students
on this campus. I'm not trying to create a distinction between students, but am letting everyone in the community know that we have a
very exceptional group in ASUPS this year.
There are three freshmen, three sophomores and a junior right now in Senate who
are so devoted to this school they are willing
to go out of their way to make things happen.
I was able to spend last Friday evening and
Saturday morning with them discussing ideas,
goals and concerns that we, the luckiest students in Washington, face every day. But most
importantly, we found our discussion always
coming back to all of you, who make up the
near three thousand students at our school.
We realize that it is you we are working
for, and it is you who we are serving.
With that understood, every Tuesday,
around 6 p.m. in the SUB (that includes
Marshall Hall, the Cafe and the Rotunda), we
will be walking around in groups of two or
three simply asking for your advice, your ideas
and your input.
As excited as I am about This ASUPS, the
bottom line is that it is Your ASUPS: "Cultivating Community, Promoting Pride. This
ASUPS — Your ASUPS."
Ben Shelton
ASUPS President

Earth First collecting and returning dishes to the servery.

Vegan-friendly butter in the servery.

People being sick after Spring Break.

Frigid temperatures during "spring."

Cirque de Soleil's performance at the Academy Awards.

Stealing projectors from Wyatt.
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Creative films in Foolish Pleasures.

corrections
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Daylight Saving Time
hinders precious sleep
>BY LIANNA DAVIS
Something horrible will happen to
me at 2 a.m. on Sunday, April 7, 2002.
My first warning will come when my
computer delivers me a little note: "Windows had updated your clock as a result
of Daylight Saving Time. Please verify
that your new clock settings are correct."
The window will include a button
that says "OK." It will not, however,
include the button that I want to click:
"Eliminate Daylight Saving Time."
Benjamin Franklin is widely credited
with coming up with the idea back in
1784, although it was not implemented in America until World
War I. The government imposed Daylight Saving Time in 1918
in an effort to conserve fuel for the war effort. The change was
so unpopular, however, that President Wilson smartly repealed
it in 1919.
When America entered World War II, Daylight Saving
Time was re-enacted. It was never officially repealed after the
war, leaving inconsistency and mass confusion. President
Johnson finally signed the Uniform Time Act of 1966, establishing the nationwide practice of Daylight Saving Time for
the summer and Standard Time for the winter. The act, however, allowed states the ability to exempt themselves from Daylight Saving Time if they passed legislation to that effect. President Reagan altered the dates in 1986 to the system under which
America currently operates: "spring ahead" the first Sunday
in April and "fall behind" the last Sunday in October.
Yet the confusion about Daylight Saving Time still exists.
Arizona, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands and American Samoa do not observe the time change, and Indiana developed a complicated system based on farming practices to determine the time. Worldwide, America is one of around only
70 countries to follow Daylight Saving Time. Particularly in
this age of increased technology and worldwide real time communication, time differences pose problems, and Daylight Saving Time only adds more confusion.
While I would like to think that my rationale for vehemently
disliking Daylight Saving Time comes from some true concern for worldwide communication, I must admit that it is much
more selfish. I simply cannot lose another hour of sleep.
I see college as a time for learning and pushing limits —
and I do this through involvement in many extracurricular activities. In my juggling act of classes, jobs and groups this
semester, I often drop the fourth ball of sleep in order to keep
up with the other three. As my friends smugly inform me of
their eight- or nine-hours-of-sleep nights, I mentally, count that
they get as much sleep in one night as I get in three. If you've
never been there personally, let me tell you: if you get just two
to three hours of sleep per night, every hour matters.
For most normal people, losing one hour of sleep one night
each year will not serve as a serious detriment to their health.
For insane people like me, one hour means a lot, which is why
I will be even less awake than usual in my 9 a.m. class Monday. Daylight Saving Time throws everyone's biological clock
out of whack, however. Sleep studies suggest it takes the body
up to two weeks to fully adjust to the difference in time, leaving Americans suffering from sleep deprivation. This in turn
leads to drowsiness during the day and thus to more car accidents. One study in Canada found an 8 percent jump in traffic
accidents the Monday after Daylight Saving Time began.
Proponents of Daylight Saving Time tout its energy efficiency. Yet I fail to see how it logically computes. The sun
currently rises about 5:45 a.m. — trust me, I've still been up
to see it. McChord Air Force Base weather data shows the sun
currently setting around 6:45 p.m. In this country of suburbia,
long commutes and early wake-up calls, the energy saved by
moving the sunrise to 6:45 a.m. and the sunset to 7:45 p.m. is
minimal. Making everyone get up an hour earlier simply means
the energy that would be conserved by longer daylight in the
evenings will be used by early-risers in the mornings.
If the government was particularly concerned about energy
use, it would focus on developing technology to maximize efficiency in appliances instead of reverting back to an 85-yearold "solution." The uses for energy have changed in the last
85 years, and it is ludicrous to still advocate the same answer
to an entirely different problem.
America should eradicate this ancient rule from its books.
Daylight Saving Time only brings miscommunication and inefficiency. And to already-sleep-deprived college students like
me, Daylight Saving Time causes even more stress — something I definitely do not need.
But I will click "OK" on my computer screen's message
Sunday morning, because Windows does not offer any other
option. And when Monday morning arrives, you can find me
in line for an extra shot of espresso in my morning coffee in
honor of the switch to Daylight Saving Time.

that
control
freak

0 Managing Editor LiAnna Davis would care more about
worldwide communication if she had normal sleep patterns.

Tell friends if flippant use of
`gay' prompts any discomfort
> BY JOHN MOORE
In a casual
conversation one
evening, my
friends and I
were complaining about school.
The conversation
eventually focused on our
frustrations at
having to take
core requirements that did
not interest us. One friend soon declared, "Yeah, it's so gay. I hate having
to take geology when I'm never going
to use it."
I was caught for a moment when he
said "gay" with a negative connotation.
Not knowing what to do, I did nothing
and let it pass.
When you hear someone say "gay"
with a negative connotation, what do
you do?
Maybe you do nothing because you
don't see the problem with the word.
Granted, some people are admittedly
homophobic, but many who say "gay"
insist they are not homophobic, nor even
hetero-normative.
Maybe you think about it, but you
let it pass. Maybe you don't say it yourself, but lack the moral spine to speak
against its use. I find myself in this
group, and a large amount of my peers
are in it with me.
Having friends who say "gay" is a
moral conflict that I have had to deal

some
moore
thought

with since coming to UPS. But I am not
If you are bothered next time you
about to excuse the use of this word just hear someone using this word, realize
because my friends use it.
that you have the moral and social reWhat if you were homosexual? You sponsibility to question that person
wouldn't want people to use this word about it, particularly if that person is
even if you knew they weren't veheyour friend. In private, ask him or her
mently prejudiced against homosexuals. why he or she uses uncreative and hoUsing this word, even indirectly, de- mophobic language.
grades homosexuals, and I hold the
If that person really is your friend
moral opinion that you shouldn't de- and a good person, then your relationgrade anyone.
ship with that perI take such isson shouldn't be
sue with this word
compromised just
because its usage
Equating gay to bad because you question his or her acdiscourages creis clearly a
ative thought.
tions. Let him or
When you substiher
know, as a
homophobic practice,
tute "gay" for
friend, that you
however subtle.
think
one
other adjectives,
you substitute a
shouldn't say
vague description
"gay" in a derogatory manner.
for a more
Even though it can be difficult, all
thoughtful one. My friend's meaning
UPS students must take a stand against
was unclear when he declared the core
requirements to be gay. Moronic, pur- the usage of "gay" in whatever derogaposeless, or feckless would have better tory situation we find them.
We should do it because using words
suited the case.
In conversation, "gay" seems to be like that promotes homophobia and unsynonymous with "bad." It's clear that creative thought.
the thrust of my friend's statement was
But most importantly, we should do
that core requirements are bad. But he it for ourselves. I think such a small act
should have said so explicitly because can make a difference, but taking moral
equating gay to bad is clearly a ho- and social responsibility doesn't have
to be motivated by a will to make a difmophobic practice, however subtle.
I know my own character, and I ference. It's about gaining moral spine.
know that the next time one of my It's about doing what you feel is right 41,
friends declares that something is "gay," simply because you feel it is right.
0 Columnist John Moore is a freshman
I will not denounce my friend publicly.
who doesn't think some of the core
But that doesn't mean I can't discourrequirements are gay.
age its usage in other ways.
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Schools should not ban R-rated movies
> BY CHAI BLAIR-STAHN
In the past few years, many school
boards around the country have been
banning R-rated movies from schools.
Just last week, the Federal Way School
Board voted to prohibit any R-rated
movies from being shown in their district. They also discouraged teachers
from showing movies rated higher than
G. This same decision occurred in my
school district my senior year.
By banning these movies in schools,
many hope to prevent youth from being
exposed violence or hearing vulgar language. Yet still, teachers can potentially show PG and PG-13
rated movies. Such movies often have as much violence, sometimes even more than R-rated movies. Many film companies,
in order to make more money and reach an even wider audience, try to get movies with R-rated content passed as movies
rated PG-13 and then market these films to youth as young as
nine years old.
This new legislation is probably not as effective or efficient as its voters hoped. If you're wondering why a teacher
would choose to show a crude PG-13 movie in class, ask the
same question about an R-rated movie. In addition, regardless
of laws at schools, most children will somehow see "adult"
content whether it be on TV, at friends' houses or on the intemet.
Prohibiting a movie solely based on its rating will prevent
many good movies from being used as educational tools. Rather
than discriminate against movies because of a certain rating it
carries with it, the school boards should use good judgment
and actually watch and evaluate the movie before deciding
whether or not it is appropriate material for schools.
By outlawing R-rated movies such as "Schindler's List,"
"Philadelphia" or "Glory," which many students probably
wouldn't watch outside of the classroom, they are missing the
opportunity and benefits of these movies because of an ignorant decision.
This law, for the Federal Way School Board, also prohibits
unrated movies like "West Side Story." Moreover, most Grated movies, which schools allow wholeheartedly, are so
simple that they lose all educational value.
Some may steadfastly say, "No. No one in school should
be watching R-rated movies." But in high schools, too? If I
would concede to any such law, at least high schools would be
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R-RATED AND EDUCATIONAL? — Some R-rated
movies, such as "Schindler's List," pictured above, can be
useful learning tools in a classroom setting.

•

allowed to view R-rated movies. Many high school students
turn 17, the age when they can legally see R-rated movies without adult accompaniment or permission. Such movies are often "mature" in the sense that they force students to think about
sophisticated issues or look at•real life situations. So how is
that a bad thing? Still, schools -look at labels instead of the
quality of the films. And if students are not yet mature enough
by high school to see these films, when will they be ready?
It's completely foolish and ignorant to base movie showings in school on their rating rather than on the movie itself.
People often complain about the degenerating quality of films
or how movies deteriorate the mind, but in an academic environment, movies shown tend to be the better ones and they
show how the world of filmography can be put to good use.
For the occasional student whose parents refuse to let their
child see an R-rated movie in class, give that individual an
alternate assignment, but don't deny the benefits from the entire class, or the entire school. It's sad to think of how dense
the educators of America's youth actually are. After outlawing
movies, many fear certain books, magazines and other printed
texts will be next on the school board's "no-no" list. And what
about school plays and topics in a history, politics or journalism class? Schools should practice what they preach and use
one of their own cliché adages: don't judge a book by its cover.
0 Columnist Chai Blair-Stahn is a freshman who enjoys
watching R-rated movies.
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Men must learn to please women
> BY THEODORE MERIAM
As Loggers, we
were admitted into
this university on
16 the premise that
we were educated
and talented
people. However,
what many of us
did not learn in the past was how to properly share bed sheets with another person. While the public education system
did provide us with introductory sex education, it did not share with us the mysteries of sexual expression. And for this
reason, many of us are left in the dark.
When it comes down to it, as much
as society is sexually-focused, many of
us truly don't know the difference between coitus, a speculum and the
Graffenberg spot. The art of sexual exchange between two people was a gray
area when we are young, and 'perhaps
rightfully so. Yet as we get older and gain
partnership, knowing how to please one
another, especially in the context of sex,
becomes increasingly important.
Sharing yourself with another person
is an intimidating yet humbling experience — you learn a lot about yourself in
the process. As a naive teenage male, the
4 idea of sexual happenings seemed
straightforward to me: get aroused, perform some sort of physical action via
hand, mouth, vagina or anus, and voila,
orgasm! However, the act of reaching
orgasm is much simpler for a man than
it is for a woman.
If you just take a minute and think, it
makes sense. The physiological mechanism of the male reproductive system is
designekto ejaculate sperm as easily as
possible for the needs of procreation. If
ejaculation was a rare phenomenon, with
only altiWitel8arning the ropes, then
the evOlUtibn of mankind would greatly
decline. The accompanying orgasm is a
mere byproduct.
Women, on the other hand, follow a
completely different set of guidelines.
According to sex researchers Marilyn
Fithian and William Hartman, who have
studied over 2,000 subjects, it takes an
average of five minutes for a male to orgasm compared to 20 minutes for a female. As a male, this is good informa,

tion to keep in mind when pleasing the discover their own sexuality and even
longer to share it enjoyably with another.
opposite sex.
Guys, the rules you go by to please
I recall a scene in the movie "When
yourself do not apply to our lady friends.
Harry Met Sally" when Harry (Billy
As responsible men, we must learn a Crystal) and Sally (Meg Ryan) sit in a
whole new vocabulary before venturing
coffee shop discussing sex, in particular
into the intricate, endless and fascinatthe topic of faking the female orgasm.
ing world of female sexuality.
Harry argues that he knows the female
Females orgasm in many different body well enough that he can always tell
ways. Some lucky ladies can achieve orwhen a female is pretending to have an
gasms through mere psychological orgasm. Sally disagrees and decides to
stimulation, by imagining some major disprove him on the spot. In an awardturn-on for an extended period of time.
winning performance, Sally rocks the
Others come via stimulation of the clito- coffee shop with a burst of moans and
ris, vaginal canal or anus, or perhaps any thrusts. Harry's arrogance in claiming
combination of these. While it's rare, that he knows women to the first degree
women can have multiple orgasms, one is belittled.
right after another.
This perforBut women
mance illustrates
simply don't orthe elementary
gasm as easily,
Men must understand truth that the fequickly or directly
male orgasm is
that while they may complicated. Men
as males. According to Eileen M.
think they know the must understand
Palace, director of
that while they may
female body, it is
the Center for .
think they know the
Sexual Health in
better to simply ask female body, it is
New Orleans,
better to simply ask
than assume.
nearly one-third of
than assume. In adall women do not
dition, women
orgasm during inshould take a corntercourse. In the
municative and
year 2002, where women are not nearly truthful approach when sharing what
as sexually suppressed as in the past, this
does and does not please them.
is a startling statistic.
Audre Lorde, author of "Uses of the
As a male concerned with women's Erotic: The Erotic as Power," asserts that
issues, I cannot help from asking myself the erotic "is an internal sense of satiswhy this is the case. Claire Cavanah, cofaction to which, once we have experiowner of Toys in Babeland, a women- enced it, we know we can aspire. For
positive sex store with a branch in Se- having experienced the fullness of this
attle, suggests the problem may stem depth of feeling and recognizing its
from psychology.
power, in honor and self-respect we can
"I guess a lot of women can't imag- require no less of ourselves."
ine a place where there's so much freeDue to changing intergender dynamdom and peace involved with finding out
ics, we have entered an era where sexual
what they want and then getting it. Getunderstanding is brought to light. With
ting what you want sexually is a huge societal implications and cultural
achievement, and it seems to frighten a mindsets of the past set aside, couples
lot of women," she said. Unfortunately, should strive to take advantage of this
there are women who go on with life modern awakening.
without experiencing the electricallyThe key to a successful sexual relacharged orgasm that races down one's
tionship lies in communication, where
spine. "For some women, the desire to women are not afraid to voice their
(sexually) grow stops even before they sexual desires and frustrations and where
learn how to come."
men are not ill at ease to ask.
0 Freshman Theodore Meriam is a guest
Even in today's sexually-consumed
writer for The Trail.
society, it takes many women years to
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What is your best
2002 Spring Break
memory?
Graham Carpenter
junior

"Having some
good times with
my friends on
campus."

Ross Parker
sophomore
,am

"Going barhopping with my
dad in Canada."

'

Ethan Chung
sophomore
"Preventing fights
with party-seeking
Tacoma locals who
don't realize that no
one is here to party
because it Spring
Break

Binary systems limit human sexuality
> BY JASON RONBECK
The problem with the typical conception of sex is that everything has been
established in a binary opposition. You
are man or woman. You have a vagina
or a penis. You are heterosexual or homosexual. 'You ate a virgin or a whore.
You are hate it pr love it You are good
or bad.
The system of binary oppositions is
prevalent throughout society. In fact, one
C. could argue that we tend to perceive the
world based on dichotomies: good/evil, real/fake, old/new, hot/
cold, dead/alive, etc. While these systems- may have worked
in previous eras, contemporary events have proven that subjective deconstruction reveals ethical flaws with polarization.
Because there is no middle or gray area, two major problems arise when sex is broken down into binary systems.
First, people who don't exactly fit into the dichotomy become marginalized and confused about sexuality. While most
can fairly easily determine where they fall in regard to sex and
genitalia, other categories are more subjective.
Someone who is attracted to both men and women, for example, cannot easily identify as heterosexual or homosexual.
Although "bisexual" exists, most perceive that bisexuals as
confused – belonging to the hetero or homo camp.
Even seemingly obvious categories fall apart when closely
scrutinized. Although determining an exact number of intersex childbirths is impossible due to record keeping practices,
studies indicate that there are a substantial number of Children
who cannot be categorized "male" or "female" at birth.
Similarly, people going through sex change procedures of-

out of
control

ten have genitalia that does not match their exhibited gender.
A person who was born a woman and still has a penis but has
been doing hormone treatments so that she has a higher voice
or has developed breasts becomes alienated by bathrooms
which are only separated based on male or female sexes.
These situations also become manifested through the second major problem of dichotomies: because there is no middle,
people are forced to belong to one or the other, even if selecting one of the extremes isn't necessarily accurate.
Returning to the idea of intersex children, doctors find it
necessary to determine a sex for a child, even if that means
massive constructive surgery. The primary method of determining sex, however, is measuring the size of the penis/clitoris. If the length is within a certain range they choose female
and if it is within a different range they chose male. The arbitrary reasoning often results in trauma later in the child's life.
Forcing oneself into a category becomes especially troublesome in regard to the idea of being a virgin/whore. Because
"whore" has .a negative connotation and is often used as general derogatory term, even someone who has minimal sexual
encounters could be labeled a whore merely because that person is no longer a virgin.
In large, society views sex as a sinful pleasure. Thus, someone sexually active in any way cannot be a virgin.
The virgin/whore dichotomy is especially problematic for
women and can be seen in the Bible, as prominent female characters, such as the Virgin Mary, Mary Magdalene and Eve represent either a virgin, whore or transition from virgin to whore.
Human sexuality is not simple and shouldn't be reduced to
binary oppositions. There should be room for ambiguity and
experimentation because the issue is personal and complex.
0 Editor in Chief Jason Ronbeck is a proponent of continuums
rather than binary systems.

Karleton Pfaff
freshman

"Getting away from
the horrible,
horrible work "

Micah Child
freshman

"Getting lost in
Spocompton."

Photo Poll Editor Kat Griffin is an organic gardener
living in the GreenHouse.
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Sex and American culture
> BY ALICIA ARMENTROUT
In a recent "definitive" University of Chicago study on Americans and sex, researchers "discovered" shocking, myth-shattering
data about Americans and sex, including the "facts" that on the
whole people in the United States are monogamous and that "married couples have the most sex and are the most likely to have
orgasms when they do."
While this study certainly has received criticism, let us entertain the idea and wonder if maybe, just maybe, the best kind of sex
to be had is the kind after vows are taken.
It is hard to say how open our culture is about sex. Senior Geoff
Pollick believes "we live in a post-Christian world, where society
is trying to get past Christianity and conservative views. So postChristian sexuality is prevalent — the kind of sexuality that is free
and without restriction."
Of course, some would argue that American culture has proverbial skeletons in our closet on matters of sex and sexuality.
"The Christian/Western world thinks of sex in a degrading way,"
freshman Roman Manuapau said. "By contrast, the Polynesian culture is a more integrated culture, which is more open to sex, and
sex is part of the community, a natural expression that should not
be quieted."
What is certain is that sex and sexuality pervade our lives.
Psychologist Wilhelm Reich wrote in his book "The Function
of the Orgasm" that "the pleasure of living and the pleasure of the
orgasm are identical. Extreme orgasm anxiety forms the basis of
the general fear of life." Soon after his book was published the
American sexual revolution was ushered in. To our present-day
"Sex in the City"-watching, CosmO- and Maxim-reading, Britney
Spears-consuming world, abstaining from sex until marriage is certainly a thing of the past, relegated to the realm of the wholly repressed or sublimated reaches of the population, right?
Some students are not so convinced. Reich and orgasms aside,
sex for many people of our generation is something secondary to
their conception of a healthy relationship.

There are many students who think abstaining from sex until
marriage is worth the wait. Junior Eric Ankrim abstains because of
"religion, and out of respect for my future wife. Further, I would not
want my wife to be having sex with someone else." Pollick abstains
because "sex is an intimate union between two people. Sex is a way
to express love designed by God to happen within marriage."
Many times people do not take into account the side effects of
sexual activity.
"Sex outside marriage can be harmful," senior Kathy Howe said.
"Society seems to think the only consequences (of having sex) are
STDs and AIDS, but there are also spiritual and emotional consequences."
Other students may not wait for their ultimate mate but do abstain until they are involved in a more committed relationship. Freshman Blake Notrica abstains from casual encounters because "I do
not want my relationships to be all about sex; I want some substance. By waiting for a committed relationship, then the relationship is not just there for sex, but companionship."
"I abstain because sex should not be the basis of a relationship,
bit a consummation later on," Manapau said. As Ankrim points
out, "relationships are special enough without sex."
Surely, you Dionysian detractors are eager to exhort, this is the
ultimate restriction humans could put on their vital life forces and
instincts; but it appears to be quite the contrary. "I am human; I
have sexual urges; but my decision is definitely a good limit, a good
restriction," Pollick said.
"I feel much freer with this decision and in knowing I can have a
healthy relationship without sex," Howe said.
While some would consider abstinence a more traditional point
of view, it definitely does not preclude a more liberal view on other's
sexual practices.
"As long as it is safe sex, and the person is not whoring
selves out, then I do not see the problem with it," Notrica said.
Even if people do not see eye to eye on sex before marriage they
do aggree that a person is free to make that decision themselves.
"It's a person's choice," Pollick said, "even if I disagree with it."

Date rape: When hello gets out of hand
> BY ALICIA ARMENTROUT
Acquaintance rape, or date rape, is
the most common type of sexual assault. This type of rape is broadly defined by David G. Curtis in his book,
"Perspectives on Acquaintance Rape,"
as any "unwanted sexual intercourse,
oral sex, anal sex or other sexual contact through the use of force or threat
of force." Acquaintance rape is any type
of forced sexual activity that happens
to people who know each other, which
can take place while on a date.
Acquaintance/date rape is often not
a premeditated crime; rather, it is often
a matter of miscommunication and differing expectations between the two
people involved, as acquaintance rape
"usually begins as planned sex [on one
person's part] and ends in aggression
only if the victim does not comply with
the rapist's desire," according to Andrea Parrot's book "Coping with Date
Rape and Acquaintance Rape."
Acquaintance rape forces us to challenge the myth that a rapist is a stranger
lurking in dark shadows of the night.
Most rape happens between two people
who know each other: friends, family
friends, someone they are dating, classmates or fellow workers.

While acquaintance rape can happen to both men and women, heterosexual and homosexual, statistics often
revolve around men on women. One if
four women are likely to be the victim
of rape or attempted rape in their lifetimes. Further, 84 percent of those
raped knew their attacker. Eighty-four
percent of those men who committed
rape said that what they did was definitely not rape. Lastly, only five percent of rape victims either reported the
crime to the police or sought help at
rape-crisis centers.
The fact that it is hard to indict a
person the victim or victims's family
peviosly trusted. The victim may attend
class with the rapist. All these factors
can all account for the low number of
reports. Many victims blame themselves for the situation and take responsibility for the action. When alcohol is
a factor, which it often is, both people
involved are likely to use their intoxication as a scapegoat — a further reason why they believe the action does
not constitute rape.
Another factor that is an obstacle
to reporting the crime is how people
react when the survivor speaks about
the rape to others.
"It appears that the response of the

What do you
think the
opposite sex
thinks about
sex?
0 Photo Poll Editor Kat Grin is
an organic gardener living in the
Green House.

first person who is told determines how
the victim feels about the event in the
future," Parrot writes. If the first person told is discouraging, blames the
victim or tries to deny the rape happened, the survivor may quickly internalize those ideas and refuse to acknowledge his or her experience.
The University provides programs
that attempt to address the issue of date
and acquaintance rape. For example, at
the beginning of the year during orientation, the University sponsors "When
Hello Gets out of Hand," and it puts on
a program for the Greek system called
"New Greek Member Training" during
the spring. Counseling, Health and
Wellness has a support group for Sexual
Trauma Survivors. The group is not
specific to assaults that have taken
place while survivors have been in college. A student group, Sexuality Issues,
Relationship and Gender Education
(SIRGE) also sponsors programs, including the annual Take Back the Night
march.
The Sexual Assault Center of Pierce
County has a 24-hour crisis, information and referral line on which callers
can speak to an advocate. Services include information and referral line as
well as medical andd legal information.

Mary Archias
senior
"I think it varies.
When they're with
guys, it's dirty, and
when they're with
girls, it's considerate."

Dan Thorner
junior

"Football."

look
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Opposites don't attract...

Homosexual students come out

Ryan Lyse photo

Dylan Kahler
sophomore

"All the things
guys don 't like
consequences."

esearch in the 1940s and 1950s by
psychologist Alfred Kinsey suggested
that somewhere around 10 percent of
the United States' population is lesbian, gay or bisexual (LGB). Based
on the one-in-ten statistic, UPS should have somewhere
between 250 and 260 LGB students.
For junior Ross Hiranaga, the community does not
appear so large. "I think our school is so small that
people are afraid of coming out and being recognized
on campus," Hiranaga said.
Freshman Rene Gonzalez concurs, adding, "I can't
relate to other people as easily. I wish I had a gay friend
who was just a friend and nothing more."
Both Hiranaga and Gonzalez realizedthey were gay
in seventh grade.
"It was when I started hitting puberty and having
sexual attractions," Hiranaga said. "My first guy crushes
were Billy from `Baywatch' and Zack on 'Saved by
the Bell.'"
For Gonzalez, "I just knew. Every year from fourth
grade on I had crushes on guys."
Senior Tanya Josephson also started thinking that
she was a lesbian when she was in seventh grade.
"In P.E. class I was checking out this girl. Her friends
commented on it and I got defensive, later realizing
what it meant," Josephson said.
Senior Jolie Harris didn't realize she was a lesbian
until her freshman year of high school. "I came out
two weeks after my 15th birthday," she said.
Harris came out to her best friend Eric during a
phone conversation when he revealed to her that he
was also gay. Within two days she also told her mom,
who responded, "Tell me something I don't know." A
family friend had previously suggested to Harris's mom
that she might be a lesbian.
Like Harris, Gonzalez came out to a friend shortly
after he realized he was gay and continued to be open
about his sexual orientation.
"It was not very dramatic; nobody seemed to have a
problem," Gonzalez said. "Otir school was 65 percent
girls, and they are more accepting. Also, the class had
84 kids so we knew each other really well."
Hiranaga and Josephson waited until college to start
coming out to others.
Hiranaga came out to "a friend I met in a chat room
online who had the same dilemma of not having someone to talk to or trust" when he was 19. When he first
came out to someone in person, "I couldn't even say
the word 'gay.' My heart stopped. I had to hint to her to
ask me if I was gay," Hiranaga said.
Josephson first came out to a housemate during her
sophomore year of college and followed that by telling
three or four friends at UPS and a friend from high
school. "I shaved my head and started talking more
about queer stuff, so I figured others would know," Josephson said.
For the most part, neither Hiranaga, Gonzalez, Josephson or Harris had negative reactions when coming
out to friends. "To this very day I don't feel like any of
my friends would reject me," Hiranaga said. But his
parents' reaction was, "opposite of what I thought. I
thought my parents would be upset that I kept this thing
from them. I was surprised to find they had old fashioned values that I didn't want to see."
Josephson had a hard time coming to tell her mom
and sister, but things went well. "I didn't worry about
rejection. It was just very intimate, which made it pretty
intense," Josephson said.

Annie James
sophomore

"Sex, it's all they
ever think about."

Although one of the first people Harris came out to
was her mom, telling her father was a different situation.
"My mother asked me not to tell him because she
thought it would cause conflict," Harris explained. "After one and a half years, I became more immersed in the
queer community and had more queer friends. My father
asked questions which were homophobic in their approach and dealt with the denial by being homophobic."
One night when Harris was at a friend's house, her mom
told her father. He called her at her friend's because "he
felt bad for his behavior and wanted to apologize for the
things he said."
Hiranaga admitted that the greatest fear he has involving his homosexuality is "rejection by anybody: family,
friends, colleagues, pastors, anybody. I don't think being
gay should characterize you so people don't accept you
and hang out with you."
Gonzalez thinks straight people perceive gays as
"artsy, fashionable, flamboyant and dramatic" while stereotypes he has about other gays are that they are "shallow, superficial and judgmental."
"That's how I see most gay people," Gonzalez said.
Josephson thinks straight people think lesbians "hate
men, had a bad experience with a man, aren't attractive
enough to get a man and are cuddly and not into rough
sex." She admits that she too has stereotypes, namely that
lesbians process and gay men are promiscuous.
"But even though I know otherwise," Josephson said,
"it is a constant battle in my head to say 'society (gives
me these stereotypes)."'
Hiranaga is also concerned straight people perceive
gays based on negative stereotypes — that people think
all gays, "have STDs, are going to catch HIV and die
soon.What bothers me most is that (people think gays)
are committing a 'sin' against God."
"Straight people think people who are openly queer
are self-centered and have an ego complex and need attention and that (queer people) have emotional problems,"
Harris said. She attributes emotional problems to the difficulty of the coming-out process and internalized homophobia, which she said is "by far the most damaging
thing I've ever encountered. ... I see people being afraid
to be who they are and accept who they are. (Queer
people) struggle against mainstream society and (themselves) because (they) are taught to hate themselves."
Harris sees internalized homophobia manifested in youth
suicide and historically higher rates of HIV infection.
Despite feelings of inferiority from mainstream society, Josephson admits, "I am a feminist in terms of a
woman-loving woman. Being queer allows me to go
deeper and further in relationships with women," and even
that, "Queer people are more interesting becuase they
share similar experiences with me and make me feel comfortable. (Being queer also) politicizes me in a certain
way that helps me understand and fight other forms of
oppression. I enjoy advocating for queer visibility and
rights."
Gonzalez agrees that being gay "gives you a unique
perspective of society on lots of issues."
Harris is glad she is a lesbian because she has "a community is that is easy to access. Community is important
to me and being queer offers a ready-made community
allowing me to be in a culture where levels of awareness
are high and reflection is part of the culture."
"As a gay male, the majority of my friends tend to be
girls," Hiranaga said. "The best times we have are when
they can sit down and talk to me. I feel so comfortable
with them discussing every minute detail of being gay.
Sharing with people you feel close to (is the best)."

Lindsay Petersen
sophomore

"The first thing
guys think about
when asked about
sex is: 'Now? —
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Martin's `Shopgirl' sells with
gentle pace, honest scrutiny
> BY KATHLEEN SULLIVAN
Most likely you know Steve Martin as the comic figure in
such movies as "Father of the Bride," "Roxanne," "Parenthood" and other films. Little known to most viewers is that
the man can write as well as act. One must only read a few
beginning pages of his novella "Shopgirl" before you flip to
the back cover and incredulously ask, Steve Martin wrote this?
Author of "Pure Drivel" and "Picasso at Lapin Agile," Martin's
work has also appeared in The New
Yorker.
"Shopgirl" is a short novel that
explores the life of Mirabelle, a girl
who works behind the counter at the
Neiman Marcus glove department
in L.A. Mirabelle's plain, quotidian life rarely varies. She works a
low-paying job, lives alone except
for her cat and has no desire to move
up in the career world.
At first Mirabelle seems simple
and uninteresting, but then she is
animated by complicated details of
her personal and family life. Martin here displays his strength for creating dynamic, tangible characters.
He shows how Mirabelle suffers
from depression and is troubled by
her parents' chaste, unchanging
view of her. She is an artist — she
attends exhibits and also produces
her own work. She has a natural,
dewy beauty that sharply diverges
from the silicon-saturated bodies of
Beverly Hills. Her unique softness
charms one man in particular, a millionaire, who jumpstarts
the action of the story.
Martin uses the attraction of this one man, Ray Porter, to
remind his reader how a sharp jolt that interrupts our routine
can be jarring, but also welcome. Mirabelle receives such an
unexpected jolt one day at the counter. After expertly giving
advice to an older man buying gloves for his alleged girlfriend,
she returns home to find a brown, anonymous package on her

doorstep. She opens to package to discover the very gloves
she just sold, accompanied by a dinner invitation.
The entrance of a wealthy man into her life changes
Mirabelle's routine and breaks her loneliness. Ray is the antitheses of most of the classless, cheap men that she dates.
Martin explores human communication, or rather miscommunication, through Mirabelle and Ray's relationship. Martin
gives the reader an insight into the characters' contradicting
thoughts about the relationship, highlighting how each person
needs the other to completed void
in their lives – spaces thgf are different for each. The incongruent
ages and mismatched needs foreshadow problems sooner seen by
the reader than Mirabelle.
Mirabelle's life is also spiced up
by the conspiracies of a buxom,
less-educated shop girl, Lisa, who
cannot comprehend why Ray has
chosen Mirabelle instead of her.
Lisa likes to lure and trap men as
her prey, and schemes to thwart
Mirabelle's love life. Lisa personifies the social-climbing, siliconeobsessed breed in L.A. Jeremy —
an unprofessional cheapskate
turned handsome business man —
adds both joy and annoyance in
Mirabelle's life. He also has an unexplainable desire for Mirabelle,
and in the end Lisa, Jeremy,
Mirabelle and Ray are all connected
by their relationships and personal
problems.
This is a short read and a pleasant love story absent of sap or contrived scenes. Martin employs a slow and gentle pace that allows the readers to feel the
full change and growth of the characters as they learn from
their relationships to one another. If you are looking for a
short romantic escape that offers insight into the personal depth
of character, try "Shopgirl." Martin will entertain and surprise.
0 A&E Writer Kathleen Sullivan is a sophomore majoring in FLIA
with a French emphasis.

Gameboy 'Doom' stays true to original
"Doom." This is disappointing and costly, since most Game
Boy Advance games only require one only cartridge for
With "Super Mario Kart" and "F-Zero" already on store multiplayer. So unless you work at a video game store, you
will probably never come across three people who own a Game
shelves, the latest Game Boy Advance port is none other than
Boy Advance, their own link cable and a copy of "Doom."
the PC classic "Doom," appearing in all its violent, bloody
As a whole, fans
glory.
of the PC title will
The center of huge
feel right at home
popularity and much
with this translation.
controversy in the
Everything from the
early 1990s, "Doom"
ghostly lighting efhas been immortalized
fects dovin to the disthrough the countless
tinctive screeching
spin offs it spawned.
of the doors is
While "Doom"-inpresent in handheld
spired games of today
form, but like many
like "Quake 3 Arena"
of the recent Game
and "Half-Life': ,ate
Boy Advance ports,
much more slick, the
"Doom" offers very
original still offers
little outside of the
great thrills.
e 4627511C original game. No
Pushing the Game
gliEL$S9 1:1/5 O I:
Boy Advance hardROK41500./SOCI new levels, enemies
ware beyond anything
CELL. t4 D.FS 6 C or features freshen
up this decade-old
seen yet, the graphics
Photo courtesy IGN corn
game. So unless you
in "Doom" are true to BE PREPARED TO MEET YOUR 'DOOM' — Corny facial expressions
do a lot of traveling,
the original, right and outdated graphics leave this game only suitable for travelers.
it's best to stick with
down to the corny facial expressions of our fearless hero. Although the graphics the PC original for all your random fits of nostalgia.
0 A&E Writer Ryan J. Payton is a junior whose middle name is
are good for the system, they still look terribly outdated and
unknown.
also suffer from appearing too dark. While the brightness can
be adjusted, even the highest setting is much too dark and makes
GAMER'S GUIDE
some levels extremely difficult to see.
Without a doubt, one of the greatest elements of the origiTITLE: Doom
nal was playing friends in a "deathmatch," or multiplayer mode.
C+
Thankfully, this feature is included through the use of the Game
PRICE: $39.99
Boy Advance link cable, but it does come with some sacrifices. Unlike many Game Boy Advance games, "Doom" rePLATFORM: GAME BOY ADVArICE
quires that every linked player has their own cartridge of

> BY RYAN J. PAYTON

Scenery muddles
Don Juan' acting
> BY KATHRYN PHILBROOK
Life was tough for playwrights in 17th century France.
If, for some reason, King Louis XIV didn't like your
work, you could be out of a job, out of royal favor or
even out of a head. Even worse than that, if you're the
kind of artist who loves your art more than your life,
you could face censorship of your work that would force
you to compromise artistic vision in order to meet the
prudish demands of society.
This was Moliere's problem. The first production of
the play "Don Juan" was so offensive to the public, with
talk of rationalism over religion, hypocrisy and sexual
licentiousness, that he was forced to alter his script so
violently that the revision was almost nothing like the
original. In fact, until now, no one has really seen the
play as Moliere intended it except for the first furious
audience.
Louis XIV considered the words of the script so dangerous that Moliere was not even allowed to publish the
original uncensored version in France. Only a single
document from Amsterdam survives as the testament to
Moliere's vision. Painstakingly studied and translated
by Stephen Wadsworth, Moliere's intended "Don Juan"
finally appears onstage at the Seattle Repertory Theatre.
The production concept is kind of cute. The translator and director came together on the idea that this play
would be performed as though it were the first production of "Don Juan," as though it were presented in court,
to the King, and with 17th century sets, costumes and
acting style. Historical productions of classical texts
are very rare these days, and this performance is worth
seeing' if only for posterity's sake.
The running joke in the play is that King Louis shut
down the production of "Tartuffe" for moral reasons, and
so the actors must suck up big time to keep him from
shutting down "Don Juan." This is all explained in a
very funny prologue. Therefore, any time a character
says something remotely offensive or about a king of any
kind, someone shouts out "Long live the King!" to prove
their devotion. The timing on these deliveries is so perfect and so rigorously funny, the audience can't help but
get pulled in.
As a whole, the performance is enjoyable. Bright,
witty, fast-paced and slightly acerbic, "Don Juan" gives
you very little time to be dissatisfied. However, the message of the story gets a bit muddled in the presentation.
Don Juan is the iconoclast, standing against all social expectations in order to get what he wants. The
playwright suggests that he can justify this because society is so flawed that the morals it tries to enforce are
more licentious than his sexual exploits. Carefully balanced against Don Juan's perspective is the voice of his
servant Sganarelle, who makes a good argument for
working within society. By the end of the play, which
is very abrupt, one cannot tell whether Don Juan's demise is tongue-in-cheek or actual vengeance.
However, behind all the beautiful costumes, lavish
scenery and special effects, the words of the play and
relationships between characters tend to get ignored.
Audience members may find that the tree moving across
stage is far more interesting than Sganarelle's treatise
on doctors. Scenery should never upstage actors.
Even so, "Don Juan" is a delightful way to spend
your evening. Performances continue through April 13
at Seattle Rep. Tickets run from $15-$44, and can be
purchased online at www.seattlerep.org , or by calling
(206) 443-2222.
0 A &E Writer Kathryn Philbrook is a senior who was not
involved in any nudity for "Don Juan."

Fraternities • Sororities •
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 with the easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event. Does not involve credit card
applications. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238,
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
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Senior theater TestivaC
First up: 'Dream of a Common Language'
Playwright Heather McDonald weaves a
complicated picture of deep characters and
April 5 and 6 marks the beginning of an- thought-provoking questions in her response
other annual Senior Theater Festival. Starting
to a painting she found in the National Galthe series of performances this year is "Dream lery of Art portraying the exhibition planning
of a Common Language," directed by senior dinner attended by the men of the ImpressionJewel Greenberg.
ist world.
It is 1847 France, a time when Impression"I was struck that you could be a painter,
ist painting was just coming into its prime. but you couldn't be part of the dialogue,"
There is to be a dinner at which all the men of McDonald said in one interview. "I wanted to
the Impressionist world can gather to plan the write about that invisibility and how it can
first exhibition of their work. Women are not
cause crippling, self-doubt ... fury."
allowed at this dinner, and while their work
Senior Stephanie Kriege said that it has
will hp,displayed, they will have no decisionbeen fascinating to explore the dramaturgy
making rights.
work of the play, "learning about the playInspired by a painting depicting this dinwright and the circumstances surrounding it
ner, "Dream of a Common Language" is a
has been amazing."
haunting and beautiful love-story that revolves
The preparation for this show involved
around Clovis, a female Impressionist, and the
some rather strange tactics. Freshman Ryan
complex struggle between her family life and Schmidt said that at times Greenberg had the
her calling to art. She is married to Victor, an- actors stop reading lines in the middle of a senother painter, and while they have a common
tence to hold chairs above their heads, kneel
respect for each
on the ground or do
other's work and a
other seemingly offpassionate marriage,
the-wall
things.
Clovis struggles to
However, "after you
earn the respect from
have done these
her peers that Victor
crazy things, you bereceives easily.
gin to notice subtle
In this complex,
differences in the
ethereal drama,
way you deliver your
Clovis and another felines, or in your body
male Impressionist
language that you recolleague, Pola, both
ally weren't expectfeel the insatiable deing ... Jewel has absire to be included and
solutely amazing talrespected in the maleent."
dominated world of
"Working with
this particular cast
Impres-Sianifitcpainting. They are fighting
has been fantastic,"
against the view that
said Kriege, who is
women must be
performing the role
LiAnna Davis photo
mothers and home- A FRIENDLY PAT — Keith Chaffee-Ellis
of Pola as a partial
makers first and art- stars as Victor, an Impressionist painter,
fulfillment of her theists and creators sec- and Gene Bankhead plays Mylo, a friend.
sis and is helping to
ond.
run the entire festival.

> BY BETTE MUIRHEAD
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SWEET 'DREAMS' — Stephanie Kriege, Gene Bankhead, Erin Burns, and Keith ChaffeeEllis share a happy moment on the set of "Dream of a Common Language," directed by
senior Jewel Greenberg.

"Exploring the many different themes of the
play and discovering who our characters really are has been rewarding.
"Dream of a Common Language" is making history at UPS by being the first Senior
Theater Festival play to involve full nudity on
stage. However, Schmidt urges audience members not to focus on that aspect of the production.
"What you have to do is just scream 'Naked Play!' and then forget about it because it
is about so much more than that. It's about
finding an inner voice and self-expression."
In addition to being prepared for nudity
onstage, the audience should also beware of
gunshots during the show.
Senior Stephanie Kriege encourages the audience to come to the show with an open mind.
"It's not about nudity; that's an important part
of the script, but it's not done in a sexualized

manner. It is a provocative piece that's about
finding your place in the society that you live
in."
"Dream of a Common Language" stars senior Kathryn Philbrook as Clovis (also in partial fulfillment of a thesis); senior Keith
Chaffee-Ellis as Victor; Kriege as Pola; senior
Erin Burns as Dolores; Schmidt as Marc; and
freshman Gene Bankhead as Mylo.
"Dream of a Common Language" will run
April 5 and 6 with shows at 7:30 p.m. both
nights and a 2 p.m. show on April 6. Tickets
are $8 for the general public and $6 for UPS
students, faculty and staff as well as senior citizens and students. They are available at the
Wheelock Information Center, (253) 879-3419
and at the door.
0 A&E Writer Bette Muirhead is a sophomore
who will not be joining in on the nudity of the
play

A brief history: The story behind the productions
> BY KATHRYN PHILBROOK

46_

April. Four plays. Four weeks. One theater.
This is the essence of Senior Theater Festival, the thesis
presentation of theater majors at UPS. Since 1990, the graduating seniors of the theater department have come together to
choose four plays and carry them through to production. An
integral part of both the theater major, and the artistic culture
on campus, STF is the brainchild of theater professor John
Rindo.
"When I arrived, there was a program called 29/18 (to signify the distance in miles 2,918 from Broadway) which was a
Senior Project, but essentially just like our One-Act festival in
the fall," Rindo said. The school wanted a professor to take
more direct charge of the program and create a more substantial thesis project for seniors.
"There were only four graduating majors at the time," said
Rindo, so he created the concept of a Senior Directing Project.
In the fall, the seniors would read 40 plays, choose four and
each one would direct a full length play in the round.
"Theater in the round is an important pedagogical concept
for Festival," Rindo said. Since the mainstage plays directed
by faculty are presented proscenium style, which is what most
audiences and actors are used to, having the Seniors work in a
slightly more avant-garde format, with audience members on
all sides of the stage enriches the experience of both the majors and the audience. Theater students get the opportunity to
work in a more challenging structure and audience members
become exposed to a different style of theater than they may
be used to.
"In the beginning, students were very inhibited about the
kind of play you can do in the round," Rindo said. "That has
changed, which has been very rewarding for me." Each year
the variety of genres proposed has increased: three years ago,
the first musical was performed by STF, last year the first
Shakespearian play. "No Festival group has proposed such a

full range of dramatic material as this year," Rindo said. Seniors proposed everything from Greek tragedy, to Restoration
Comedy, to contemporary plays.
As the number of theater majors increased the format of
the Senior Project had to change. "We didn't want to dilute
the experience for the students, and we couldn't produce 14
different shows all over campus. We had to limit the number
of shows, but keep the experience rich," Rindo said. So, Senior Theater Festival was born. Each senior is responsible for
several different aspects of producing the four plays, but only
four people direct.
"The essential experience of STF has been to do a senior
thesis; the burden of the production is on the students, with
faculty advice," Rindo said. By putting this burden on the
students, the faculty encourage intellectual and artistic independence, which Rindo says is the most important part of Senior Theater Festival. This independence has some important
consequences. One is that the students are forced to create
artistic and aesthetic solutions to difficult problems essentially
on their own.
In 1996, the play "K-2," which is about people climbing a
mountain, was produced. Rindo said, "The first response to
the problem of creating a mountain on our stage in the round
on such a small budget was: 'It can't be done.'" However, the
students solved the problem by building a mountain out of
rope, much like a jungle gym.
Another consequence of giving students complete artistic
and intellectual freedom is the potential for creating controversy on campus with the choices student directors and performers make. Plays in the past have sparked major controversies. In 2000, Tralen Doler directed "Cabaret" which upset
many people because of the graphically sexual dancing. The
extreme language in "Polaroid Stories" last year upset many
people. And several years ago, one student directed "Bent," a
play about homosexuals in the Holocaust. One scene which
drew criticism depicted two gay men having simulated sexual

relations and using very graphic language.
"We've taken major risks knowing that many people would
be offended, challenged, deeply upset, but that's good," said
Rindo. While he insists that students make well-reasoned
choices, he also says that artistic freedom is a paramount virtue at a liberal arts university.
"I would be ashamed if we had never sparked controversy."
0 A&E Writer Kathryn Philbrook is a senior who will dare to bare it
all in this week's Senior Theater Festival production.

2002 Senior
Theater Plays
April 5 & 6: "Dream of a Common Language"
Directed by senior Jewel Greenberg

April 12 & 13: "Marisol"
Directed by senior Mairi Chisholm

April 19 & 20: "The Mysteries &
What's So Funny"
Directed by senior Heather Thompson

April 26 & 27: "Victor/Victoria"
Directed by senior Katie Brandt
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`Smoochy' deserves death
> BY AIMEE RAWLINS

Photo courtesy monefone com

DUAL CULTURE

"Monsoon Wedding" combines traditional
Hindi with modern American culture.
—

`Monsoon' scores
> BY SARAH NORRIS
The strange marriage between Indian culture and tradition and
American influence is highlighted in the new, brilliantly executed film,
"Monsoon Wedding." It lends an often touching and hysterical taste
to the story of an upcoming arranged marriage between two Indian
people.
Directed by Mira Nair, "Monsoon Wedding" has already struck
the international film circuit with its brilliant depictions of family,
love and interestingly enough, the impact of globalization on even the
most traditional of events — an arranged marriage. Even the language
of the film illustrates the impact of Western culture on the family as
the movie fluctuates between English, Hindi and Punjabi with subtitles when appropriate.
"Monsoon Wedding" tells the story of an Indian family by the name
of Verma, preparing for the upcoming nuptials of one of the daughters, Aditi (Vasundhara Das) to Hemant (Parvin Dabas). Little to the
family's knowledge, Aditi is still seeing a married ex-boyfriend. The
plot thickens considerably with an array of sub-stories including, but
not limited to: Aditi's brother and a house guest developing an attraction; Aditi's youngest, very fragile brother proclaiming his dream to
be a professional dancer (much to his father's dismay); Aditi's cousin
Ria (Shefali Shetty) uncovering a harmful secret directly before the
wedding; and the outrageous, cosmopolitan mannerisms of the wedding planner, cell phone in tote, falling for the family's tentative, very
traditional house servant.
As Aditi begins actually falling in love with her future husband,
she decides to inform him of her shameful affair, simultaneously jeopardizing her forthcoming marriage plans to which all traditional events
from henna painting to ritualistic song and dance have already marked.
Perhaps most touching are moments between Aditi's father Pimi,
Aditi and Ria. While gazing upon the two young women while they
sleep, Pimi comments to Aditi's mother, "Sometimes when I look at
them and see them, I feel so much love I can not bear it."
When Ria leaves the home out of humiliation after uncovering a
family scandal, Pimi goes to her, begging her to return to the house
for the wedding. Like the entire film, the dialogue in this scene is part
English and part Hindi or Punjabi. "If you go (in English), everything
will break (in Hindi)." Pimi's love for his family and the forthcoming
loss of his daughter is so tangible with every word he utters and every
glance he takes, one can not help but ache for him.
Despite the touching nature of this film, "Monsoon Wedding" also
illustrates the bipolar combination of Indian and American cultures
meshed into one — enough to make any International Political
Economy professor proclaim with pride, "I told you so!" Camera
shots pan from wide-eyed children begging in the streets of Delhi to
men in their silver Lexus cars whizzing by.
One scene between the crazy wedding planner, Dubey (Vijay Raaz)
and his old, toothless mother in their small, shoddy apartment demonstrates the constant Western influence on the daily lives and pocketbooks of modern Indian people. Upon returning from a long, hard
day's work of hanging colorful banners for Aditi's wedding and munching on bright yellow marigolds while contemplating his lonely, solitary existence, Dubey finds his mother glancing at some newspaper
clippings. "Bravo!" she says [in English], "The stock has gone up.
Now, you go tomorrow and sell the shares, yah?! [in Hindi]." Despite
living in squalor, Dubey and his mother argue day in and day out
when to sell their shares. The global economy even extends to those
in the shacks of Dehli, India.
More sensitive audience members will surely flip over Dubey's
eventual proposal to Alice, the family servant. Dubey kneels on a
small carpet outside her room and presents her with a heart of marigold flowers. Even Dubey, the wanna-be dot-corn event planner returns to a more traditional means of declaring his love.
"Monsoon Wedding" reminds viewers of the parallel nature of human love between lovers, families and tradition that extends beyond
cultural boundaries. Furthermore, the film brilliantly depicts cultural
hegemony and globalization in a lighthearted and simultaneously heartbreaking fashion.
"Monsoon Wedding" is playing at the Grand Cinema in downtown Tacoma located in the Merlino Arts Center on 6th and Fawcett.
For showtimes, visit www.grandcinema.com or call 593-4474.
0 A&E Writer Sarah Norris is a sophomore majoring in IPE, and is the only
writer dorky enough to include the word "globalization" in a movie review.

Looking at an advertisement for "Death to Smoochy" in
the New York Times, a friend asked, "Oh, did you take your
little sister to see that?" I responded with an emphatic and
shocked, "No! This is not a kid's movie!" She made an
honest mistake: the title (Smoochy?), the promotions (a purple
rhino) and the trailers (a dancing children's host named Rainbow Randolph) would seem to naturally lead one to believe
that "Death to Smoochy" is a children's film. However, this
is not the case.
The film uses excessive violence, vulgar language and
sexual humor to accomplish a goal that is never made quite
clear. The film borders on parody, but fails to develop any of
its subjects well enough to warrant sufficient humor or even
to allow the audience to understand the basic story line. This
leaves the audience confused and expecting further explanation or development. Unfortunately, this never comes.
Randolph Smiley (Robin Williams) is a national sensation as Rainbow Randolph, star of the highest rated children's
TV show, until he is caught by the FBI accepting bribes to
put certain children on the screen in his show. After his
speedy demise and humiliation, the network is forced to hunt
down a suitable replacement, which is found in the naïve
Sheldon Mopes (Edward Norton) and his alter ego Smoochy,
a purple rhino. Smoochy is an overnight success in that
Sheldon is everything that Randolph was not — moral, sincere and thoroughly unconcerned about money. This is
where the plot really starts to get twisted. Enter the Irish

mob, a group of corrupt businessmen and a now destitute
Randolph, determined to get revenge on Smoochy for forcing him out of his lofty position.
The film is highlighted by an all-star cast, including Williams and Norton, as well as Danny DeVito (who also directed this film) as the greedy agent, Catherine Keener as
the jaded network exec who eventually falls for Sheldon,
and Jon Stewart as a highly susceptible network drone responding to orders to make Smoochy cooperate, or else. The
performances by these lead characters are superb. Norton is
highly believable as the boisterous, trusting Smoochy, developing his naïveté and innocence into a charm. Williams
is almost disturbing as the maniacal, revenge-hungry
Randolph and DeVito plays the corrupt agent with all too
much ease.
Heralded as a dark, twisted comedy, it is just that — without the comedy. The language is flat out vulgar; with Rainbow spouting expletives nearly every other word and constant unnecessary sexual innuendos. The humor falls flat in
many instances because of pointless sexual references, or
because the audience is just too confused by what happened
in the last scene to pick up on anything comic.
If you happen to be a huge fan of dark comedy, the work
of Danny DeVito or excessive violence, you might enjoy
this film. However, rated R for explicit language, violence
and adult content, this film is anything but a movie for children. I question whether it's a movie for anyone.
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0 A&E Editor Aimee Rawlins is a sophomore who wishes death
to Smoochy and life to her deceased '89 Honda Civic.
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Artist buries herself, tests personal limits
> BY AIMEE RAWLINS
Being buried alive usually constitutes one of people's worst
fears. Not so for senior Lauren Carroll. For her sculpture class,
she buried herself under the grass next to the library for two
hours.
"The assignment was to do a project about shelter ... and I
stated to thin 4. v, hat had constituted shelter for me. I realized
that invisibili' ., had been my shelter — being around people
without actually interacting-with them."
The inspiration to bury herself came soon after. "I wanted
to test my limits; I'm not claustrophobic and I wanted to be
supported by the earth as part of the project." Carroll chose
the spot by the library because she wanted to be able to hear
the clock chiming
each hour and because she was a voracious reader as a
child. Additionally,
Carroll said that she
wanted the audience
of the people who
frequented the library.
With this idea in
mind and yet no idea
how to make it hap-Lauren Carroll, pen, Carroll began to
it in motion. She
senior set
contacted James
Vance in Facilities
Services and was
shocked to find how
excited he was about
her project. "He said I could have any space on campus and he
had one of the employees help me set everything up — they
were awesome!"
Carroll and her Facilities Services counterpart spent a Sunday afternoon digging out a space the size of her body from
the ground underneath a tree by the library. They also built a
wire frame so that the weight of the sod wouldn't make it impossible for her to breathe while Ole was buried.
eframework in place, _arroll embarked on two
ho
to
physically ce-strained. She wore goggles
and
ece ofd sp that she would be able to
brea
arLthat;Sjie was completely covered.
F,
filled~ by and could see me breathing, but that
was al
iiittbeie.ould
see except for my outline in the grass."
_
Carroll was touched by the interest and concern of the passerstv. "It wu, ..00l because people were forced to identify with
me, asking questions like 'are you cold?' aren't you claustrophobic?' are you afraid?' They instantly identified with how I
must be feeling in that situation."
While buried, Carroll could feel people walking around
outside and could hear voices, bUt had no idea how many people
were outside or who was there.
"I had to learn to use my other senses, and the first thing I
realized when I came out was how amazing it was to see again.
That was one of the most amazing things."
Carroll was originally planning to stay buried for thiee
hours, but after two hours, she felt her leg cramping up from
the weight of the sod and decided that she needed to come out
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If you live your
whole life in a shelter, you are never
really living and
you did in a sense.

4
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of the ground get oxygen into her body. The temperature was
so cold while she was outside that she was shaking, and she
also had to go to the bathroom, which partially contributed to
her shortened stay.
This project is only the second performance art piece that
Carroll has designed; the first being a "safety vest," in which
all of the s seams were pinned together with safety pins. Consequently, the spaces between the pieces of fabric were large
enough to see bare skin through.
This project was done to show the insecurity of a supposed
`safety' vest. Carroll's theme for the class has been to explore
false senses of security and the sources of fear. "I had already
begun to work with this topic before Sept. 11, but after it happened it really reminded me of how fragile everything is."
As a studio art major, the sculpture class is the first intense
three-dimensional work that Carroll has been involved in at
the University. Her usual preferred art forms are two-dimensional, such as oil painting and print making.
However, Carroll has loved the challenges that the class
has presented her with.
"I just learned how to weld and I'm so excited — I really
want to get into steel sculpture!" she said.
Carroll has always been interested in art, but she took a
year off between high school and her freshman year in college
to.decide for sure if she wanted to go wholeheartedly into art.
She entered the University after that year and began to give art
her all.
"I had a radio show here for the first three semesters, but
when I started taking painting classes, I made the decision to
drop all of my other involvements and focus completely on
painting because I really wanted to be good at it."
In addition to her full attention to the subject; it's not unusual for her to stay up all night working on art projects —
night after night.
Carroll has nothing but praise for the art department at the
University.
"The faculty is phenomenal; they're challenging and they
show how art is connected to everything - social influences,
political not just this special art sphere."
The size of the department also adds to its appeal. Because
it's so small, the students know and feel comfortable with each
other and with the faculty. "I'm friends with all of them; it's
very mutually supportive — not competitive like you might
find at a big art school."
However, Carroll does wislithat the art department had more
exposure within the rest of the campus community, and that

Photo courtesy Ross Mulheusen

BURIED ALIVE — Senior Lauren Carroll buried herself
outside the library for two hours as a performance art
project dealing with shelter and insecurity.
.

there was a way for students to know what was going on in the
UPS art community. She also believes that the art department
needs more teachers in order to be able to offer a broader variety of classes and to give everyone that wants it the opportunity to take a "fun" class before they graduated.
Carroll's experience this year with her art and, more recently, with being buried alive has shown her the value of breaking out of her securities and shelters.
"If you live your whole life in a shelter, you are never really living and you die in a sense."
0 A&E Editor Aimee Rawlins has never buried herself alive, but is
in awe of anyone who does.
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Experience not required,
though helpful.
Great addition to a résumé
For more information, e-mail
jronbeck©ups.edu

Interested in working
Tor The Trail?
We will be interviewing for all
staff positions for fall 2002
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Got nothin' to do on Saturday night? Tired of wasting your time at
parties and still not getting any lovin'? Well fret no more!

If you are a Japanese
or_ Japanese woman,
21 — 32, in excellent
health please help a
Japanese couple preserve their heritage &
create a family by donat3 your eggs.
Your-Willy must also
be insxcellent health.
Transportation to Seattlqs fuired. $3000
compensation.

FOOLISN PLEASURES

Confidential.
206-369-1940.

cr Introducing: c=w
What: A compilation of short films that are student written, directed & acted.
When: Saturday, April 6 @ 7:30 p.m.
Where: Marshall Hall.
Cost: FREE!
Why: A campus tradition for almost 20 years, Foolish Pleasures is
a great way to see a variety of student films, it's funny as hell and
hey, are parties really ever that different?

P.S. Bring your blanket & pillow to get comfy while you watch!
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Greek man embraces heritage, bowling
> BY WES ANDREWS
It is a bleak cold
winter's day.
Fate hangs' in the
air like old socks
from a clothesline.
I am the Greek.
In an epic battle of
mythological proportions, I step to the
helm on this cold
winter's day and
dominate my opposition. They crumble before me like the walls
of Troy before the Achaians.
The game? Bowling. My weapons? Ten
pins, a ball I borrowed from the bowling alley, and some shoes that I stole from a different alley several years ago. They have not
been washed.
Perhaps some background exposition
would be a prudent investment at this point: I
am a Greek by heritage. My grandfather runs
an olive orchard on the Greek mainland to this
day. I am, therefore, keen on defending my
kleos, which is Greek for Honor and Glory.
So when a small regiment of my closest
allies proposed this athletic tourney, I felt compelled to both join and defeat them. We
boarded a chariot with Oregon State plates and
rode to "Chalet Bowl."
Ah, my compatriots, how often have I
bested you? Why do you return for further
punishment? Perhaps the gods have infected
your minds with madness. Perhaps you are
merely unwilling to accept your subservient
status to my greatness. In either case, my triumph is guaranteed.
Stepping up to the lane, I take a sip of Coke
and it runs through my veins like Ambrosia. I
am empowered.
I think of my girlfriend, occupied running
the Sound Board for "Into the Woods," and I
chuckle. Foolish woman, occupying herself
•

,
the king
of swing

with those things theatrical when she could through the bluest seas of the Mediterranean.
be witnessing my victory! Ah well. When I A moment's wait, and then...
Eight pins! Eight glorious pins! A fine
return to my native city-state of Seward Dormitory, I shall contact her with my magic com- introduction to the haCioc I will Wreak. My
putational box and the pride will swell inside would-be competitors -hang their heads under
the weight of my mighty achievement and the
her.
I look around at the other patrons. They uphill battle they now must wage.
But I do not settle for eight pins. Soon it
are'base. They spill drunken obscenities and
vulgar obesity into my personal space. I would is nine, then spares, then two consecutive
strikes followed by
resent their prestwo spares booya!
ence if I truly conYippee kye yay,
sidered them living
beings.
I look around at the other motherf*****s!
My final score,
It is league night
for these insects.
patrons. They are base. you ask? What was
the end tally of felled
They have coaguThey spill drunken ob
pins?
lated into teams and
Are you prepared
are competing
scenities and vulgar obeto weep with wonderamongst one ansity into my personal
ment? Are you preother to prove who
pared to be amazed
is the mightiest inspace. I would resent
beyond your wildest
sect of them all.
their presence if I truly
fantasies? I can only
Little do they realassume that you are,
ize that soon I shall
considered them living
since you dare to read
put them all to
on.
shame.
beings.
One hundred and
The ball rotates
seventy-two.
in my hand like the
In the name of
teat of a' fine
woman. I caress it, make love to it with my Zeus, one hundred and seventy-two! Unparalleled in the history of mortal athletics!
fingertips. I slide into the three semi-symI fail to see why any man will ever bowl
metrical holes.
again, knowing now how high the bar has
I can feel the energy!
been set.
I can feel the god-like strength tensing in
Ah well. I am secure that no man shall
my body. First my wrist, then my forearm,
my biceps, my triceps, shoulders and pecto- match me. Many will try, and more will fail.
rals! Soon every inch of muscle fiber is shim- For now, I am content to bask in the glory that
mering with power and momentum begins to is Me. I am the finest bowler to ever handle
his balls.
grow. I can feel my chest getting hairier.
Look upon me and weep, thou puny men!
Time seems to travel as slowly as the crumbling of a mountain. Milliseconds become Look upon the magnitude!
I am the Greek!
weeks as I pull the ball behind me, fling it be0 Freelance Sports Writer Wes Andrews is a
fore me, and release my weapon to reap desophomore majoring in theatre. He summers in
struction upon the Ten White Obelisks.
Greece and rarely shaves.
It glides along its path like a dolphin
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Athletics suffer in University's pursuit of academics
>BY KEVIN FORD
Whether it's a good thing or not, we must
accept the fact that athletics are a fundamental
part of American society.
At the college level, it has been debated which
should be emphasized more. Do the two complement each other or conflict with each other?
UPS offers excellent opportunities in un
dergraduate academics, which is nice, but
sports fans suffer from the emphasis on academics. Not only are the programs shortchanged because of limited resources, but a
team that does succeed receives no recognition around campus
(other than in The Trail).
Sound strange to complain about good academics? Maybe so, but
students should realize that virtually no enthusiasm is ever stirred up
even for UPS teams that compete and succeed nationally.
Take the women's ski team, which got second in the Northwest
Conference and fourth in the regional race, then competed in the national competition this March. Mention that to a student passing by
and his face will light up and he'll enthusiastically respond, "We have
a ski team?"
There is also neglect outside of campus. Two UPS teams that did
well weren't even recognized by the NCAA. Both the volleyball squad
and women's soccer team won league in their respective sports. But
their seasons went no further. No recognition, no trip to nationals, and
no one really seemed to care.
And then there's the football team.
College football is one of the premier sports in America. It's a favorite tradition of mine to sit down in front of the tube on a Saturday
afternoon to watch a marathon of games. Granted, I may be missing
the Loggers game that is going on at the same time, but as the UPS
season went on that didn't really bother me.
So on a Saturday morning I sit down on the sofa and turn the channel to ABC. There I see 100,000 people screaming and yelling in the
stands at a University of Michigan game in Ann Arbor. I think, wouldn't
it be fun to be there?
Yeah, it would.
But as a Logger I have the choice of watching that game on TV or

en
fuego

traveling to Joe Peyton Field and pushing the football attendance over
the record-breaking mark of — drum roll please — 1,000 people!
I realize that the players still compete as best they can, but attending a football game at UPS doesn't have the awe and pride factor that
should belong in a college football program. In many ways Puget Sound
is a great school, but it doesn't have the athletic presence that larger
universities do. This may seem logical because bigger schools can get
better athletes, but it's too bad that colleges can't deliver in both athletics and academics. Universities that can, such as Duke and Stanford,
are the exceptions.
I also want to mention the men's soccer team. Check out this jawdropping stat from a previous UPS news release: "On Sept. 8, an official crowd of 618 enthusiastic fans cheered the Loggers to a 2-0 win
setting the single game attendance record for men's soccer. Eight years
ago, as few as 40-50 parents, family and friends would come out to
support Logger men's soccer."
I don't know whether to brag about the 618 in attendance — triple
digits! — or to shudder about the embarrassingly few 40 people who
used to attend games.
It is true that both soccer programs had excellent seasons in 2001.
But the point I want to make is this: the teams had much talent, great
coaches and adequate facilities; they performed very well, and ... so
what? The members of a successful team can only find satisfaction in
themselves. No one else will tell them that they did a good job. Don't
expect any appearances on the Late Show or even KOMO-4 news for
that matter.
The teams do all they can, and all they receive is a pat on the back.
It's not worth it to get excited about a team at UPS. You can't scream
and yell "Loggers rule!" at ABC cameras that aren't at football games.
Since UPS has chosen to focus more on academics, the sports are
left behind. Most students know this before coming to school here,
but it's definitely reinforced upon arrival. The single advantage is
that this noncompetitive attitude allows less talented athletes to play
the sports they love at a small school like this.
Unfortunately the liberal arts, which takes pride in providing a
variety of experiences, neglects a part of life that is so much a part
of our culture. A school's spirit comes mainly from its sports teams.
But since UPS is an academically minded school, its students will
never have a big-time sports team to root for.
0 Sports Writer Kevin Ford is a freshman with an undecided major.

Tennis team shines
under So-Cal's sun
> BY VIRGINIA PHILBROOK
In their April 1 match against Green
men's -nRiver Community Collet,g
.ori
nis team added to the grc
of wins.
After slaughtering Seattle University in
the first match of the season, both men and
women faced a slump, accumulating three
and four losses, respectively. However,
during the March 8, 9 and 10 trip to four
southern California colleges, both men and
women warmed up in the sun, and both
went 2-1.
As both the men's and women's teams
begin to get comfortable with the season
they are doing increasingly better: During
the past three weeks the team took a break
from matches, only to come back with another win for the men, beating Green River
7-0. This gives the men an overall record
of 5-4.
"We've been getting better every. day.
The past three weeks we've been practicing and really improving," freshman Reid
Spain-Strombom said.
The women's team has a record of 4-4
after winning their last three matches, most
significantly against PLU, who narrowly
beat UPS in February (4-5).
"The team is picking up more motivation than we had at the beginning of the
season," senior Julie Lieberman said. "The
win against PLU was a big accomplishment
and I think that we are going to do fairly
well this season."
Both the men's and women's teams are
relying on the help of the numerous freshmen on their rosters. Although there are a
few veteran seniors on both squads, the
teams are relying more on the talented
younger players:•
While the men and women hiVe low
rankings in the Northwest Conference,
they have only played three conference
teams, all of which are rdnkc..3. higher than
the Loggers. The team hopes that they can
raise their rankings from 6th and 8th as
they begin to play less competitive teams
like Pacific University and George Fox this
weekend.
The team is also hoping that they can
continue to improve until the Northwest
Conference, April 19-20 in Yakima.
-

-

-
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0 Sports Writer Virginia Philbrook is a
freshman majoring in FLIA.

Trivia Time!
MLB Edition
Who holds the Major League
record for hits in a season? How
many hits did he accumulate?

a

Which left-handed pitcher
holds the major league record
for strikeouts in a career?
Yankee great Mickey Mantle
holds the American League record
for home runs by a switch-hitter
with 536. Who holds the National
League record?
Which Mariners player holds
the team record for stolen bases in
a season? In a career?
Which pitcher holds, the major
league record for Cy Young Awards
won? How many did he earn?

Go to asups.ups.edu/trail/
sports.shtml for answers...
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•

sports
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All-Opening Day Team doubles as shameless excuse to mock Expos
>BY TYLER ROUSH
Baseball.
One hundred sixtytwo games of basehits, double plays,
strikeouts, home runs
and collisions at
home, all wrapped up
in gut-wrenching loss
after gut-wrenching
loss. And that's just
the Montreal Expos.
Some teams also add a couple wins to their
repertoire.
Yes, from the first glimmer of spring to the
final whispers of summer, each season spans
eight months of victory and defeat, glory and
humiliation, and more victory and defeat. And
in the end, one team (the New York Yankees,
unless some upstart happens to bump them off)
reigns supreme.
But pare the game to its bones, strip away
every score and stat, the warm stadium air, box
seats and bleachers and six-dollar beer, and
each baseball season may be summed up in
one neat, trim word: long.
Really, really long.

Loggers PReview

infield
fly rule

Longer than a Barry Bonds moon shot (500
feet into the San Francisco night).
Longer than the official rules of the game
(a surprisingly slender 104 pages, in spite of
the 22 pages dedicated to an explanation of
the infield fly rule alone).
Not quite as long as the seasons elapsed
since the Chicago Cubs' last world title (93
years is quite a long slump, boys).
But of all of baseball's roughly 245 days,
not one is more anticipated than Opening Day,
that sacred moment when Major League Baseball returns from its winter hiatus.
And if the anticipation associated with
baseball's return wasn't enough, Opening Day
also carries its own share of surprises.
All-stars lose their luster. No-names shine.
It may last but an instant, but for one day, everything is up in the air.
And so without further ado, I unveil 2002's
All-Opening Day Team. Pay attention to the
names, folks, because not too many of them
will mean much come October.
Catcher: Jason Varitek
The Red Sox backstop went 3-for-3 with a
home run and two RBIs in Boston's 12-11 loss
to the Toronto Blue Jays. The game was
Varitek's first action since breaking his elbow

baseball—
vs. Albertson College
April 8, 3 p.m.
HOME
crew—
Husky Invitational
April 6, TBA
Seattle

last June. If last season is any indication, he
should be no more than slightly above average this year. Funny, same as the Red Sox.
First base: Tony Clark
Clark's numbers (3-for-5 with a home run
and three RBIs) were not enough to lead the
Red Sox to victory, but they were enough to
remind fans that he was good in 1999. Unfortunately, it's 2002.
Second base: Todd Walker
Walker, formerly of the Colorado Rockies,
hit like he was back in Coors Field, going 3for-4 with a home run and two doubles. Expect him to replicate those numbers when the
Reds make their first and only visit to Colorado — on August 6.
Shortstop: Orlando Cabrera
Of course, no All-Opening Day Team
would be complete without featuring an Expos
player not named Vladimir. One of the "other
guys" on Guerrero's team, Cabrena shined in
his debut, going 3-for-5 with a double and two
RBIs.
Third base: Eric Hinske
When Hinske went 2-for-4 with three RBIs
for Toronto on April 1, he became the only
acquaintance of UPS junior Aaron Nelson to
record a hit on Opening Day. 'Null said.

women's lacrosse—
vs. Univ. of Redlands
April 5, 3 p.m.
HOME
vs. Linfield
April 7, 11 a.m.
HOME

untitled

Most Puget Sound

-

students have 0-4 drinks

o

when they party
Based on the 2001 CORE survey, most Puget
Sound students make healthy choices when
they party:

6

2
3

4

5.1

is the average number of drinks
consumed per week

81%

drink

72%

did not drive under the influence

86%

did not perform poorly on a test or
important project due to drinking

2

or fewer times per week

Questions?
Want to get involved?
Call Counseling, Health &
Wellness Services
879-1567
Know the alcohol policy in The Logger
The University

Based on CORE survey data collected in 2ooi from 552 students in a
random mailing

'1 drink = one u oz. beer, 4-5 oz. wine, i oz. hard liquor

0 Sports Editor Tyler Roush has never passed
up an opportunity to ridicule the Montreal Expos.

Poetry Contest
Weekly Winner

Know Your
Numbers
•

Left field: Barry Bonds
Bonds went 3-for-4 with two home runs
and five RBIs in his 2002 debut. Might be
heard from again in the next 161 games.
Center field: Alex Sanchez
Milwaukee's Sanchez"scored three runs and
stole a base in the Brewers' 9-3 victory over
the Houston Astros. Unlike Bonds, Sanchez
might not be heard from after next week.
Right field: David Justice
Easily besting Boston first baseman Tony
Clark, Justice did enough on Opening Day (3for-4 with a home run and two RBIs) to not only
remind fans of his fleeting prowess, but also lead
Oakland to an 8-3 victory over the Rangers.
Pitcher: Bartolo Colon
Colon's five-hit shutout of the Anaheim
Angels validated his claim to being one of the
game's true aces. If only he could throw every day, that might mean something to the
pitching-starved Indians.
Team: Montreal Expos
With an Opening Day victory over the
Florida Marlins, Montreal ensured that, for at
least one shining moment, the team would know
what it feels like to sport a winning record.

Puget
Sand

battered brazen beasts of the grass blades
brandishing their weapons, dented metal sticks raised
a smear of blood, a clot of dirt
clamping and clawing on the ground, maimed and hurt.
His six foot spear is locked on his prey
And this quick attackman jumps into the fray,
a stop, sprint, spin, cut, cradle and roll
while all the while being brutishly battered by some metal
pole
a feigned shot gives directional guise,
then there is but him and the goalie, the two lock eyes
"Should i fake you high, then hit you low?
you think I'm going right corner, but I'll let you know."
This snap and spin creates an illusionary pass
but Damon, the UPS goalie, knocks this boy on his ass
"I could care less where that ball might end up,
because it's hard to shoot if you're flat on your butt.
So I'll bring down upon you an ultimate beating,
your chances of scoring appear to be fleeting."
A quick outlet pass to Tom valentine,
A fast break, toward the enemy's goal in no time
now we pump and fake you all to the floor
you plead to your mother "I can't take it no more!"
Liam receives a sharp, crisp pass,
and let me tell you folks, this boy is nimble, fast.
The defenseman might as well quit or abstain
there's no way to stop this goal-destined train
A crash and a stomp, a leap and a shot.
UPS 1, while you fools have not.
All this without funding, all this without shine
ASUPS swears to the team, "the school can't give you a
dime."
But this team will still scrap, battle and brawl
while the refs continue to make the horrible calls
And the Trail will ignore this little poem
saying this sport is quite well below them.
"We'd rather hear from the meathead football team
about the chance of winning a game, an impossible dream."
So we'll be cleated and covered with armor of the age
stepping onto our muddy, northwestern sodded stage.
We invite you on the weekend all to come admire
The UPS lacrosse team's drive, power and fire.
We're hardcore.
— men's lacrosse team
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Roxette's stunning comeback
By Ace of Base
Who?

Roxette, the best-selling
pop duo of all time, is enjoying what rock-industry analysts are calling a "stunning revival
in popularity" in the last two months. Although there has always been a loyal international following for the Swedish duo,
comprised of guitarist/vocalist Per Gessle
and Marie Fredriksson, Roxette had faded
from America's mind since the early '90s,
and even decided not to release their greatest hits compilation, "Don't Bore Us, Get
To The Chorus," in the U.S. However, the
recent proliferation of MP3 downloading,
combined with the raw, inescapable
addictiveness of Roxette's music has caused
a surge of popularity, specifically among
the college-age demographic.
"Oh man, on 'Fading Like A Flower,'
arguably Roxette's most powerful and inspirational song, that first moment when
the power chord hits (after the piano intro),
just gets me every time," commented nostalgic Roxette fan Paul Danielson. "You can
literally feel the passion flood your soul."
"I think what really makes Roxette stand
out from the crowd of other pop groups
who employed the power-chord to create
inspirational ballads in the '80s and early
'90's that lift one up from the depths of depression to incredible heights of ecstasy,"

commented music critic Gene Cohen, "is
the incredible passion of not only their
music, but their lyrics as well. I mean,
Queen's 'We Will Rock You' is a defiant
statement of power and aggression, and
Tom Cochrane's 'Life Is A Highway' is a
profound piece that works metaphorically on many levels, but only Roxette,
with their hit single 'Joyride' truly captures the inclusive essence of raw human
experience. After being exposed to such
an inspirational sound, who in their right
mind would not want to join Per and
Marie on their magical, fun-filled journey of life?"
Though the duo is currently working
on a new album, they remain tentative
about trying to recapture the hearts and
minds of America once again, being unsure as to whether or not their recent
popularity is limited to nostalgia.
"Yeah, the new album is shaping up to
be a pretty solid effort," commented EMI
studio exec David Rutzenberg. "Per's got
a couple of great guitar riffs laid down
over some seriously funky drum tracks,
and Marie's vocals are just as strong as
ever. But, as anyone in this business
knows, good music doesn't necessarily
translate into monetary success. While
they'll always have Europe and the Latin
markets, I'm afraid Roxette may forever
be stuck in pop music purgatory here in
the States."

> THUMBS UP / THUMBS DOWN

Up. Alcohol consumption by Combat Zone.
llobvn: The Combat-Zone fit Your hands.
Up: Not girl on girl action.
0 vm: Fat sweaty guy ovt guy acii o.
Up: ?ourisgpee oM night soisetviakers.
tiolet
looldng less
Up: Middle East peace talks.
Pown: Peace through mortar si
Up: Piss*

> PHOTO POLL
ARE YOU GOING
TO DO THIS SUMMER?
Andy Vick
Phi Deft

nk and drive my car into some
(*sett Oooyar
Holly Hoffman
Sorority Member

"Get ready for class."
Terry Cooney
Excited

world record in poni-watching.

Susie Pierce
President

"Score a mad stash in Humboldt. ooya!"

Mater solOok*r

"Manufacture another crisis. f000yar
The Combat Zone is intended as a UMW& WOK and, as such, has been physically set apart from the rest of the paper. The views and opinions expressed by
the Combat Zone do not necessarily reflect those of The Trail, ASUPS, Dick Nasty or the University of Puget Sound. But they should.

